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ACCEPT THE TRUTH WHEREVER FOUND.

'V o h im è 2 0 .
J

Collegeville, P a (J T h u rs d a y ,

W . R O V E R , M. p .,

C. D E T W IL E R ,

DO RIGHT FOR THE SAKE OF RIGHT

TVugust 3 0 ,

1894r.

^W^hole 1STu m b e r : lO O l

much worse ! She’s rolling up her convenient to have, you here after we
ever to do better than that. The idea our globe shall have passed away. We
THE MOON.
eyes and trying to say something and come ?”
promulgated by sensational writers may, then dismiss some of our early
V e te rin a ry S u rg eo n ,
can’t speak a plain word. I t ’s awful I”
“I have no intention of taxing your
TRAPPE Pa. Office at his residence, nearly
regarding the giant telescopes that conceptions and grasp the fact that
BY LEW IS SWIFT.
IRONBRIDGE,
PA.
opposite Masonic Hall.
She found her Aunt gasping for hospitality in the least, madam,” re
must, when completed, bring the moon terrestial creation, instead of ranking
O f f io b : At the residence of Enos H. Detwiler.
breath,
with a look on her face which plied Elsie calmly, “but you seem to
Dentistry
and
Surgical
Operations
a
Specialty.
to
within a few miles or even to a dist
The
most
glorious
object
on
which
j y r Y . W E B E R , M.
told even the experienced Elsie that have forgotten that there are certain the eye of man ever rested is the sun ance of a few yards is wholly erron as the event in the economy of the
pASSESG ERS
she was already in the grasp of the forms of law which must be complied after which comes the moon when eous. To see the moon well there is universe, was only' one in an eternal
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
grim destroyer. The girl sank on her with before you can take possession. shining with a full, round face. It is no need of a mammoth telescope, as train of minor incidents. What else
EVAN8BURG, PA. Office Hours • — Until 9
And B ag g ag e
may be the meaning of that illimita
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m.
knees by the bed sobbing bitterly.
I advise you to see Lawyer Bentley at difficult, indeed, to conceive that an she has sufficient light to bear a high
Conveyed to and from Collegeville Station.
ble
and infinite field of space where
Aunt Martha seemed to be strug once, and for the present allow me to object of such brilliancy is, in reality power, yet our atmosphere is so laden
Charges reasonable.
T g A - K R U S E S , M . I>.,
glows
diffusing light and heat, the
HENRY YOST, Collegeville, Pa.
gling to speak, and looking eagerly at wish you good morning.”
a dark one, in itself as devoid of light with vapors and lashed with tremors countless hosts of colossal suns, which,
the old fashioned writing desk which
H o m e o p ath ic P hysician, j y i A T T I E F O L E Y ,
“Impudent hussy !” said the irate as is the earth at midnight in the ab which are magnified as much as is the
we are compelled to acknowledge,
stood
upon a table near her managed woman as the door closed upon Elsie’s
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Office Hours: — Until
sence of the moon. Moonlight is moon itself, that the close investiga must radiate their light and heat, and
9 a, m.; 6 to 8 p. m.
to articulate the words :
D re ssm a k er,
slight form. “Thinks she can drive us simply sunlight received second hand, tion ardently desired by astronomers must diffuse these into systems that
“Keep, keep!”
TRAPPE, PA. Will take work at home or can
off that way, does she ? Well, come the light of the sun being reflected is prevented thereby, and only low must evoke them ?
^
B . H O R N IN G , M . I».,
be engaged by the week.
“Of course I shall always keep it,” along, Ephraim. I guess it won’t do from the moon’s dark surface. This magnifying powers can be used. But
Aud when the great Chicago tele
P ra ctisin g P hysician,
sobbed
Elsie. “Do not worry about no hurt to go and see the lawyer any is true of all the planets also, though the lunar scenery even under these not
JEN N IE M. MILLER*
scope
is completed, when we may ex
that, dear.”
way.”
EVANSBURG, PA.
Telephone in office.
not of the stars, as they all are suns most favorable conditions is grand be plore the added area and possess the
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
D re ssm a k e r,
Aunt Martha seemed partly re
So the worthy couple sought the self-shining as our own, a fact previ yond the power of words to express. added intensity and the stellar reve
ceased struggling to lawyer’s office, where they learned to ously given.
TRAPPE, PA Will take work at home, or can lieved. She
The great telescope of the Lowe Ob lations come nearer to us, and when,
n R . B . F. PEACE,
be engaged by the week.
18jan8m.
speak. Mrs. Brainerd came in and their dismay that it would be several
If to behold the full moon is a spec servatory with its incomparable eye beyond that telescopic achievement,
was soon followed by the physician. months at least before they could tacle so inspiring, her crescent with piece, specially adapted for the work,
D entist,
V Y R S . JAN E K A L B ,
come others in the coming century
It
was evident that nothing could be obtain possession of the much desired its horns pointing either to the right will reveal her mountain'heights and
811 DeKALB St ., NORRISTOWN, Pa.
with still farther and keener sight, we
done, however. Aunt Martha’s minutes property.
Branch Office— C o l l e g e v il l e — Tuesday, every
craterous depths, her yawning canyons may be able to grAsp but a little of
D
re
ssm
a
k
e
r,
or
left,
or,
again,
upward
as
she
nears
week. Gas administered.
on earth were numbered.
Elsie took up her abode with good the setting sun is hardly less so, and and dry ocean beds, where, when the the great significance that may be un
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Will take work
The room was quiet now, save for Mrs. Brainerd, who had kindly offered in this place demands special atten moon was young, tides ebbed and folded.
at home, or can be engaged by the week.
p j l i e a p c s l D e n t is t i n N o r r is to w n .
Elsie’s sobs, which she vainly tried to her a home, and wondered why Frank tion, as, from long experience, I find flowed.—Mount Lowe Echo.
The world is yet young in stellar
repress. The dying woman had sunk Gilbert did not come to see her. Could the cause of her assumption of the
R S . S. L . PU G H ,
N. S. Boraeman, D. D. S.,
science. It is not old in any kind of
M
A P R E T T Y COUD S P E L L .
209 S w e d e S t r e e t , (firs t ho u se
TRAPPE, P a., Attends to laying out the into insensibility, and they hardly he be ill ? No, she would have heard crescent, the half and the gibbons
science. I t is only in the dawn of the
dead, shroud-making, &c.
knew the exact moment when she of it. Pride kept her from going to phases to be very imperfectly under
below Main Street, NORRISTOWN, P a.
significance
of knowledge and of
(Formerly of Boyertown.)
ceased to breathe. Mrs. Brainerd the office to inquire for him. On the stood, it being often imagined, even, i c e 2 0 0 ,0 0 0 YEARS OLD CAN STILL
making
its
practical
application. We
The only place where Pure Nitrous Oxide J O H N O . Z IM M E R M A N ,
gently led the weeping girl from the fourth day a letter came.
SEEN.
that some dark body passes between
are yet before the sunrise ; only in
(Laughing Gas) is made a specialty for the
room, and being as wise as she was
painless extraction of teeth. Artificial sets from
“How strange of Frank to write the earth and the moon, and cuts off
— TEACHER OP—
the twilight, and just behind us is the
5 to $10. English and German spoken.
kind
did
not
try
to
comfort
her
with
A couple of hundred thousands night. We are still so near our
instead
of coming himself 1” she her light wholly or in part, and sug
P iano, O rg an a n d Singing,
words. Young Gilbert remained
thought, with a strange sinking at her gests the question often asked of me, years ago or thereabout—don’t let us congeneric savagery that the bar
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
G. H OBSON ,
?gle, I beg of you, over a few barous imprints confront us every
the
house
and
came
forward
with
heart.
Dealer in the best makes of Pianos and Organs
“ What is the object which thus inter
sympathy and offers of assistance.
casual
centuries—the whole of North where ; the civilizing telescope, even
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
She opened the letter with trembling venes ?’’ Of all the countless host of
NORRISTOWN - a n d - COLLEGEVILLE. W M . M . B I N D E R ,
ern
Europe
and America was covered with ourselves, is almost as nothing to
Poor Elsie ! The blow was so sud fingers.
stars, comets and planets, the moon is
All legal business attended to promptly. Firstfrom
end
to
end, as everybody knows, the interest bestowed on some new
den, so unexpected, that she was
Dear Elsie—I hardly know what to nearest to the earth, and,consequently
class Stock Fire Insurance Companies repre
P ian o T u n er,
almost crushed.
by
a
sheet
of
solid ice, like the one death-dealing device, and our greatest
say.
I
sympathize
deeply
with
you
in
sented. At home, Collegeville, every evening.
it is not possible for any other body
323 CHESTNUT STREET, POTTSTOWN,PA
your double affliction, but it will be to come between her and the earth.
which Frithiof Nansen crossed from honors we bestow on those who are
“
What
should
I
do,”
she
thought
Graduate of New England Conservatory of
jg D W A R D E . LONG,
if it were not for Frank ? He is so years before my circumstances will
Music, Boston, Mass., and Factory of Hallet,
The moon’s easterly motion is about sea to sea on his own account in most conspicuous in the destruction of
allow me to marry, and it would be
Da' is & Co.
good,
so
thoughtful
!
I
wish
I
were
Orders left at this office will he attended to
the height of selfishness to ask you to thirteen degrees daily, and her com Greenland. For many thousand years, their fellows.—Pittsburg Dispatch.
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
worthy of him.”
wait for me any uncertain length of plete revolution around the earth oc with occasional warmer spells, that
a n d N o t a r y P u b l ic . Settlement of Estates a
She sent a note to Mrs. Wilkins time. I do not consult my own .feel cupies about 27£ days, but as, during vast ice sheet brooded, silent and
Specialty. Also general Real Estate Business. J U J U S IU A L IN S T R U C T IO N .
B I R D S IN T H E A R C T I C .
informing her of her cousin’s death ings in this matter. I only try to see this time, the sun has moved also grim, over the face of the two con
O f f i c e :—415 Swede Street opp., Court House.
C o ra H oyer
R e s id e n c e and E v e n in g O f f i c e :— North cor.,
what
is
for
your
best
good,
and
there
Marshall & Stanbridge Sts., NORRISTOWN, Pa. Regular Student of Philadelphia Musical Acad and of the day appointed for the fore will hold you no longer bound. easterly one degree per day, the moon, tinents. Life was extinct as far
In the countries bordering on the
emy for the past four years, will give lessons on funeral. No notice was taken of this Remember me always as your most to overtake the sun and produce a new south as the latitude of New York Polar seas, where the changing seasons
Piano
or
Organ
(Pipe
or
Cabinet).
Terms
rea
which surprised no one.
jy jA Y N E R . LO N G STR ETH ,
affectionate friend.
moon, has to make more than a com and London. No plant or animal sur bring alternately the two extremes of
sonable. Address, YERKE8, PA.
At the grave Frank Gilbert sup
F rank G il b e r t .
plete revolution. This requires a lit vived the general freezing. Not a dearth and plenty, birds are more
A tto rn e y -a t-L a w ,
ported
Elsie
with
a
face
indicative
of
“I will answer this letter while I tle more than two days, so that from creature broke the monotony of this numerous in the short summer than
|J
H . U N D ERKO FFLER,
the deepest sorrow, but with a gladness feel strong,” she said, and taking pen new moon to new moon again is not endless glacial desert. At last, as anywhere else all the world over and
Land Title and Trust Company Building, 608
at heart which belied it. He had and paper she wrote :
and 610 Chestnut 8treet, Phlla., Pa.
B oot a n d S h o e m a k e r,
27£, but 29^ days, the length of a lunar the celestial cycle came around in due in winter are absent altogether. All
Room 23.
Next door to Drug Store, COLLEGEVILLE, Pa, learned from Lawyer Bentley of a will
Mr. Gilbert—I fully agree with your month. The instant of the new moon season, fresh conditions supervened. are immigrants there by force of cir
Repairing a specialty. Harness repaired.
in Elsie’s favor, securing her Aunt opinion concerning our engagement is when the moon passes the sun, her Warmer weather sat in and the ioe cumstances. In like manner the birds
J
M O R R IS Y E A K L E ,
Martha’s pretty cottage, with its and thank you for kindly releasing illumined side being, of course, wholly began to melt. Then the plants and of temperate climates are affected by
Yours sincerely,
A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
ample grounds and $10,000 in govern me.
turned toward that luminary, and her animals of the sub-glacial district the seasonal changes, though in a less
E lsie R ednor .
413 SWEDE STREET,
NORRISTOWN, PA.
ment bonds.
dark and, consequently, invisible side were pushed slowly northward by the degree, through the influence of cold
Estates settled, collections made, convey
Quite a comfortable little prop
She
sent
the
note
and
joined
the
toward the earth. As she emerges warmth after the retreating icecap. and heat upon their food, supplies,
ancing done. All legal business given prompt
Elsie Red nor sat by the open erty,” he thought complacently, “As family at the tea table soon after, as
attention.
from the sun a constantly increasing As time went on, the climate of the rather than by effect of cold upon their
window, her head resting upon her soon as I can induce Elsie to name her absenee might have oooasioned
portion of her sunny side turns to plains got too hot to hold them. The well protected bodies.
J C . W IL L IA M S ,
hand, and, truth to tell, nearly asleep. our wedding day we can settle down surprise. She forced herself to appear
ward us, and we see her first as a slen summer was too much» for the glacial
According to Littell's Living Age a
Suddenly a rose fell into her lap. here very cozily. That story of hers as usual and succeeded so well that no
types to endure. They remained only coat of mail is not to be compared to
der
crescent,
which
nightly
grows
in
A tto rn e y -a t- L aw ,
Startled, she looked up. Just outside worried me a little, for if the old lady one observed anything strange in her
size until after the lapse of a little on the highest mountain peaks or a coat of feathers for safety, so far as a
Room 36.
420 Walnut St., Phila , Pa. stood Frank Gilbert, her betrothed had neglected to make a will I could manner. But that evening she said to
more than seven days after passing close to the southern limit of eternal bird’s life is concerned. Layer upon
lover.
hardly be expected to burden myself her friend :
the sun she appears as a half moon, snow. In this way every isolated layer of feathers can withstand any
T J W. KRATZ,
Elsie blushed with glad surprise at with a portionless wife. Elsie is a
“I want to tell you something, dear one-half of her sunny side being range in either continent has its own amount of water or any degree of cold.
the sight of him, and indeed he was sweet girl, and it would be hard to Mrs. Brainerd. My engagement with
turned toward us, or, as the almanacs little colony of arctic or glacial plants Iti proof of this see how the delicate
Conveyancer and Real Estate Agent,
not unpleasing to look at with his fine give her up, but a man must look out Mr. Gilbert is broken off.”
say", at first quarter. Nightly, more and animals, which still survive by tern, after wintering in comparatively
Settles estates, collects rents, loans money, and form, good features and dark eyes and for the main chance. However, it’s all
Mrs. Brainerd suspected the truth, and more of her bright disk presents themselves, unaffected by intercourse mild weather, go back to the ice floes
insures property In the Perklomen Valley Mutual hair. She did not know that under
light, and I ’m glad of it.”
but only said queitly :
Fire Insurance Company. Office : No. 8, EAST
itself until, rising when the sun sets, with their unknown and unsuspected o’ the Polar sea and lay their eggs on
AIRY STREET, NORRISTOWN, (opposite the this fair exterior was hidden a cold,
But
if
Frank
Gilbert’s
sympathy
“Well,
my
dear,
I
presume
you
have
her entire luminous portion is turned fellow-creatures elsewhere.
Court House). Office Days : Tuesday, Wednes
the bare ice. For two or three weeks
calculating nature and loved him for was all outward show there was another some good reason for it.” And Elsie
Not only has the glacial epoch left the tender breast of the sea swallow is
day, Friday and Saturday.
to us as well as-to the sun, and we see
what he seemed.
man whose heart was filled with sin loved her the better because she said her as the full-orbed moon. Then, in these organic traces of its existences, pressed against a cold block of ice.
Come into the garden, dear,” he cere pity and hopeless love for Elsie. no more.
J
M . Z IM M E R M A N ,
reverse order, the above changes are however: in some parts of New Hamp Again, as another example of the influ
said coaxingly. “It is pleasant out Poor Hugh Clifford 1 He had loved
When
Frank
Gilbert
read
Elsie’s
gone
through until a fortnight has shire, where the glaciers were un ence of food rather than climate in
Ju s tic e o f th e P e a c e ,
here, and I want to talk to you.”
the
girl
ever
since
he
washer
champion
note,
he
felt
piqued
and
annoyed.
Of
elapsed,
when she again passes the sun usually thick and deep, fragments of governing bird action, take the colony
COLLEGEVILLE, P a. Legal Papers, Bonds,
“It
does
look
inviting,”
she
said,
the primeval ice itself still remain on of beccaficos.
at
school.
If
Frank
Gilbert
had
not
course he was glad to get out of the and becomes invisible.
Deeds, &c., executed and acknowledgements
taken. Conveyancing and Real Estate
rising. “But you must not ask me to appeared upon the scene with his hand affair so easily, but for Elsie to take it
business generally attended to. The
Although the full moon in a cloud the spots where they were originally
The beccafico is a Mediterranean
stay long, Frank, for I ought to go some face and polished manners, Elsie so coolly hurt his vanity. He hardly
clerking of sales a specialty.
less sky floods the earth with radiance stranded. Among the shady glens of bird common on the shores of Spain
back to Aunt Martha now. I left her would have accepted Hugh Clifford knew what sort of answer he had ex
and splendor and invests even the the White Mountains there occur here and Italy, in the Grecian Islands,
J O H N 8 . H lI N S I C K E R ,
with Jane and came down for a breath when he asked her to be bis wife. As pected—certainly not what he received.
mosts unlovely objects with a softened and there great masses of ancient ice, Sicily and Malta, and on the northern
of the fresh morning air.”
it
was,
she
refused
him
gently,
but
de
As
he
had
as
much
love
for
her
as
he
beauty, yet it would require more than the unmelted remnant of primeval shores of Africa. Formerly it was
Ju stic e o f th e P e a c e ,
“You look tired, you poor little cidedly.
could
have
for
any
one
except
himself,
six hundred thousand moons shining glaciers ; and one of these is so large quite unknown in the British Isles,
RAHN STATION, P a. Conveyancer and Gen
daisy. I suppose you have been up
that an artificial cave has been cleverly but some years ago a large orchard of
eral Business Agent. Clerking of Sales
Aunt Martba, who was Hugh’s con he soon began to regret the step he at once to equal the light of the sun.
attended to. Charges reasonable.
all night; as usual. You will wear fident, sympathized with him.
had taken.
It is a curious and an unexplained excavated in it as an attraction for fig trees was planted near Brighton,
yourself out. I must assert my
Hugh Clifford had much to do with fact, and, probably, not an exceptional tourists by the canny Yankee pro and the beccaficos have discovered the
And now the funeral was over and
TRU CKSESS,
authority and insist that some one search began for the will. To the sur the rapid healing of her wound. He
— TEACHES OF—
case in the solar system, that the prietor. Elsewhere the old ice blocks fact and come over to share the spoil.
else shall take care of Aunt Martha a prise of all, it was not to be found. had been so unobtrusively kind, so
are buried under the debris of moraine
V ocal & In stru m e n ta l Music, part of the time. I ’m not going to Lawyer Bentley and his partner assist watchful of her comfort in many little moon revolves round the earth in ex stuff and alluvium, and are only acci Doubtless the nightingales told them
actly the same time required to rotate
the story of English figs and showed
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA. Organs tuned stand quietly by and see my darling ed in the search, and you may well ways when she was in need of sympadentally discovered by the sinking of them the way over. Be this as it
on
her
axis,
thus
forever
preventing
and repaired.
14aply.
sacrifice herself to any one,” said the believe that Frank Gilbert at least thy, that at last she began to wonder
her posterior hemisphere from being what is locally known as ice wells. No may, the little birds from the warm
young lawyer in his masterful way.
at
her
blindness
in
preferring
Frank
searched
faithfully,
but
all
to
no
seen, and, therefore, we are and must existing conditions can account for shores of the Mediterranean bid fair
d w a r d d a v id ,
“You make the case out a great avail. Everything that could afford a Gilbert to him. Truly, Hugh’s reward
P a in te r a n d
remain ignorant regarding the topo the formation of such solid rocks of to become established as naturalized
deal worse than it is,” Elsie said, with bidding place for the missing docu was coming, and when one day he graphy and scenery of the opposite ice at such a depth in the soil. They
British subjects__New York Tele
P a p e r-H a n g e r,
a laugh. “I have some sleep every ment was carefully examined, especi ventured to ask again if there might side.
are essentially glacier-like in origin gram.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. J3F”Samples of paper night and am only a little tired. Aunt
ally the writing desk that Aunt be hope for him in the future she hid
always on hand.
The inhabitability of the moon has and character ; they result from the
Martha would so much rather have Martha had seemed so anxious about her blushing face upon his breast.
in every age been a fruitful theme for pressure of snow into a erystaline
Some of the measurements and cal
me
w-ith
her
than
any
one
else.
She
is
“I hope that Aunt Martha knows reflection and discussion, but the in mass in a mountain valley, and they
just before her death.
O
H. CASSELBERRY,
culations
made by the United States
a little — only a little — peculiar,
Lawyer Bentley remembered per how happy we are,” said Elsie as the vention of the telescope has settled must have remained there unmelted Geological Survey are quite interest
C a rp e n te r a n d Jo b b e r,
you know. She has done so much for fectly the circumstances of drawing two sat together in the pleasant Sep the question in the negative. As it is ever since the close of the glacial
ing, apart from their value as scientific
At Perklomen Bridge, COLLEGEVILLE, Pa. me that I am glad to make some up the will, but was obliged to believe tember afternoon. “She would be so a world entirely destitute of an atmos epoch, which, by Dr. Oroll’s calcula
data. In the matter of elevation
Upholstering In all its branches done to order. slight return for her kindness, for I
that for some unknow reason Aunt glad. Is there anything wrong with phere, as it has no water, not a drop, tions, must most probably have above sea-level, for example, it was
Furniture repaired, pictures framed, <ftc.
have no real claim upon her.”
Martha had destroyed it and neglected my writing desk, Hugh ? You seem and as its days and nights are, each, ceased to plague our earth some 80,- found that, as a whole, our country is
“ Why not ? You are her niece, are to make another.
a v i d b r o s .,
be giving it close attention.”
equal to two of our earth-weeks, and 000 years.— Gornhill Magazine.
slightly above the average height of
P lu m b e r s ,
you not ?” he said quickly.
The desk stood open upon the table, as, furthermore, no change has been
“If it were any one but Mrs. Wil
the
earth.
T E L E S C O P IC R E V E L A T IO N S .
“Why, no 1 I supposed you knew kins,” Elsie thought, “I could bear it and Hugh had been observing it observed since it became an object of
G as a n d S te a m F itters,
So
far as the States are concerned,
O f f ic e s :—1224 North 10th St., & 2816 German all about it. My mother was Anut better, but it really seems as if Auntie closely.
telescopic stud}', we are forced to the
Delaware
is the lowest, being an
town Avenue, Philadelphia. Country work
Martha’s dearest friend, and dying couldn’t rest in her grave with that
TERRESTRIAL CREATION ONLY AN INCI
Would you mind emptying this, conclusion that it cannot be the home
a specialty. Estimates furnished.
average
of
about
sixty feet above seaDENT IN AN ETERNAL TRAIN.
when I was two-years old left me to woman in possession of her house, I dear, that I may examine it a little I” of sentient beings and that it cannot
level.
Colorado
is the highest, its
her care. She has been a mother to have Frank Gilbert left, and although he asked.
T
B . W IS M E R ,
sustain life of any sort. Ar^ we then
average
being
sixty-eight
hundred feet.
me all these years.”
Wondering at the request, she com justified in the belief that this heavenly
we shall be poor at first I will try my
The glasses at Mount Hamilton, It is hard to realize that there is so
P ra ctica l S la te r,
And do you mean to say that you best to make him happy.”
plied. For half an hour he was busily body has been created in vain ? No ; Milan and Pultowa reveal worlds at
great a difference. Next to Colorado
COLLEGEVILLE, P a. Always on hand roofing are not related to her at all ?” asked
engaged
with the desk ; then with a we owe much to the moon. She raises the present time in all stages of evo in height comes Wyoming, with an
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wilkins
did
not
long
slate, slate flagging and roofing felt. All
Gilbert,
with
a
half
frown.
orders promptly attended to. Also on
remain in ignorance of the fact that riumpbant exclamation he held up a the ocean tides, and their ebb and lution. They may be traced from
hand a lot of greystone flagging.
“Not even distantly. You look no will was to be found and came to thick folded paper. Elsie turned pale. flow serve to keep the waters of the misty nebuiæ to glittering suns, from average of sixty-seven hundred feet;
and »ext to Delaware in minimum
vexed, Frank. Surely you do not Alton in great triumph. Elsie, who
“Open it, Hugh. I am afraid to.”
J
P . KOONS,
gulfs, bays and estuaries of the earth orbs in the high noon of development elevation are Florida and Louisiana,
care, dear? I would have told you had not yet left her old home, re
Well, of course you know what it from growing stagnant. And to sail to those that repose in the sepulchral
P ra ctica l S la te r.
this before if I had considered it of any ceived them with quiet dignity. Mrs. was—the much looked for will, hidden ors at sea she is of great service in de shadows of the coming night. But their average being about one hundred
feet.
RAHN STATION, P a. Dealer in every quality importance.”
a secret drawer in the old desk, termining positions.
Wilkins announced her intention of
neither by analysis nor analogy can
of Roofing, Flagging, and Ornamental Slates.
“I am not vexed, Elsie, only a little moving over and taking possession of
ugh's trained eye had noticed a
Send for estimates ahd prices.
A J O K E , FRO M LONDON.
The moon as a telescopic object sur we conclude that the activity of the
surprised. Has Aunt Martha any the house that week.
iscrepancy in the size of one of the passes in magnificence ail others in the universe began only when men began
relatives living ?”
J O S E P H STON E,
“I always did like this part of the compartments and the outside of the heavens. On favorable occasions she to evolve on the inconsequent and
According to a London newspaper,
“Only a cousin, a Mrs. Wilkins, who country better than our county,” she desk and had set his wits to work to can approach to less than 220,000 diminutive sphere known as the earth. a cow that wore a bell having been run
C a rp e t W ea v er,
lives about twenty miles from Altou. said to her husband, “and I am coming discover the cause, with this happy miles from the earth, or, from surface We may not conclude that the over and killed on the railway, the
COLLEGEVILLE HOTEL. Rag carpet woven They haven’t been on speaking terms !
right away. 1 uu can stay over there esuit.
in any style desired. Satisfaction guaranteed.
to surface, to within 215,000 miles. If myriads of scintillant suns in space— owner brought suit against the railway
Good raj? carpet for sale at reasonable prices.
for years. 1 never saw the woman, ! and see to selling off the furniture,
Elsie tried in vain to check her at such a time a magnifying power of, the 500,000,000 of orbs that the great company for damages. It was proved
but iroto what Aunt' Martha says she : because we won’t need none of it here, hysterical sobs.
say, two thousand be applied, she will Lick telescope disclosed in the Milk}' that the driver blew his whistle loudly
II . IN G R A M .
must be”---- ■—
“ Forgive me, Hugh,” she said. “ It be seen as though at a distance of Way alone—are only celestial lanterns and tried to frighten the cow off the
aud you had better rent the house if
•
—FASHIONABLE—
What Aunt Martha’s opinion was! you can.” Then turning to Elsie, who is only because I ’m so happy. And over 100 miles. Under these condi hung out to illuminate terrestial night. track. But the farmer’s lawyer also
B oot a n d S h o e M aker.
remained untold, for Jane came rusb- felt almost suffocated with indignation, that dreadful Mrs. Wilkins can’t have tions, an object as large as the Capitol A wider knowledge sustains the con proved that the cow rang her bell and
COLLEGEVILLE, PA. Special attention given
to Repairing. I use the best material and do ing out to them, crying
she said sharply, “I suppose you have the dear old home, and I'm almost at Washington could be seen as a visi clusion that other worlds long pre tried to frighten the engine off the
first class work a t prices as cow as T h e L o w e s t .
“Miss Elsie 1 Miss Elsie 1 Do ! got another place to stop, haven’t you, sure Aunt Martha knows,”—New ble point.
ceded ours and shall long continue track, and so the jury, decided in his
I3T* Harness repaired neat and substantial at
liUlTy'1 Your Aunt’s took ever so . Miss lied nor, for it wouldu’t be very York Journal,
Ibort notice.
It is not possible for any telescope when the fretted fabric that we call favor.

P ra c tisin g P hysician,
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T h u rsd a y , Aug. 3 0 , 1894.
C ongress adjourned Tuesday until
the first Monday in December.

A ter r ib le mine explosion in a col
liery near Seattle, Washington, Friday,
resulted in the death of thirty-seven
men.
card of Gus Egolf, Republican
candidate for Director of the Poor,
■will be observed in another column.
Mr. Egolf is one of the wide-awake
business men of Norristown, and his
numerous political friends expect to
see him obtain the nomination he is
after. Since it is generally conceded
that Gus mows a wide swath, when he
has his hat and coat off, we apprehend
that he will take in the political prize
in sight if there is a possibility of do
ing it. ________________
T he

T h e Congressional Committee en
gaged for weeks past upon the investi
gation of the armor plate and bolts
furnished to the government by the
Carnegie Steel Company, find that
charges of fraud have been sustained,
scores the company severely and
recommends, that fifty - nine sus
pected plates in use should be tested
as the only method of proving their
fitness or unfitness. It also finds that
the governmeut inspection was neg
ligent and defective, but that no
charge of dishonesty rests upon the
inspectors. The report shows that the
contract with the company covered a
period of two years and three months,
from November, 1890, to February,
1890. The amount of armor plate
contracted for was 8,919 tons, costing
$5,441,920. Boiled down, the finding
of the committee is that the Carnegie
Company has been robbing the United
States government! If Uncle Sam’s
integrity is not to be questioned, the
Carnegie Company will be made to
pay for its rascality.

Constitutional Convention of
the State of New York, by a vote of
97 to 58, has agreed to an adverse re
port upon the proposition looking to
the submission to the people of an
amendment extending the suffrage to
women. The contest for woman suf
frage in New York exhibited much
energy. Lengthy petitions were pre
sented to the Constitutional Conven
tion and able speeches were uttered in
behalf of the enfranchisement of
women, yet the mere proposition that
a popular vote be taken to determine
whether a woman suffrage amendment
should be submitted to the people at a
future time, was deliberately voted
down. Various reasons are assigned'
for the temporary failure of the suf
frage movement in New York, one be
ing that the present is not a “favorable
time for the extension of suffrage in
any of our States,” that the numbers
of ignorant voters would be increased,
thus rendering security to the State
less stable than it is now. Ahem 1 If
this argument is admissable in evi
dence in discussing the suffrage issue
it must necessarily follow that a popu
lar ballot is a flat failure just in pro
portion to the number of ignorant
voters who take advantage of its privi
leges, and it follows still further that,
if ignorant voters constitute one of
the threatening dangers of the Re
public, the right of suffrage in
stead of being enlarged should be very
much abridged by constitutional en
actments ! There you have it. In
accord with the opinion quoted, the
popular ballot is a source of evil rather
than of good. We don’t believe any
6uch stuff. However, what has all this
to do with the question “should women
have the right to vote ?” In all the
arguments advanced in the negative
that have attracted our attention we
have not discerned a single statement
that presented any weight whatever.
The gush and glow of the asseverations
of politicians, the sanctimonious ex
clusiveness of* preachers, nor the
screams of prejudice can not hide the
powerful potency of right involved in
the question. If it is not right in
principle for women to vote, then it is
not right for men to vote, no matter
how many legal enactments grant them
the power to do so. Can this be dis
puted ?
Woman suffrage will come, must
come, sooner or later ; but it will not
come so long as society women—very
frequently enemies of their sex—with
sneering haughtiness frown it down ;
so long as women under dogmatic in
fluences hold to the opinion that
women were made to keep their mouths
shut in public places, oppose the
movement; and just so long as the
politicians of the country feel thor
oughly well satisfied that they can get
along better without than with a rep
resentation of the purity of American
womanhood at the ballot boxes of the
nation.
But woman suffrage will come, some
day, and we expect to live to see
nearly every State in the Union gov
erned by and through the votes of
women as well as of men. Why f
Because it is right 1
T he

Bucklen’s Arnica Salve.

T he sixth annual report of the
Inter-State Commerce Commission,
which covers the year ending June 30,
1893, is a careful compilation of the
railway statistics of the country col
lected and prepared by a body of
disinterested men removed from any
temptation to exalt the railway inter
ests on one hand or belittle them on
the other. The Commission is clothed
with the authority of law to aid in the
collection of statistics and the public
has the assurance that these figures
do not lie to any considerable extent.
The total railway mileage at the date
at which the report closes was 176,461.07 miles, representing a stock
capital of $4,668,935,418, a funded
indebtedness of $5,225,689.821, and a
floating debt of $611,610,171, or a
total capitalization of $10,506,235,410.
The railway employes numbered 873,602 ; locomotives, 34,788 ; passenger
cars, 31,384 ; freight and other cars,
1,242,562; passengers carried, 593,560,612 ; tons of freight carriad, 745,119,482 ; gross earnings, $1,220,751,874 ;
operating expenses, $827,921,299 ; in
come from rentals and all other
sources, $149,649,615; total deductions
for rentals, interest and other fixed
expenditures, $431,422,156 ; net in
come to be applied to dividends and
surplus, $111,058,034 ; dividends de
clared, $102,941,285. The revenues
from psssenger services amounted to
$301,491,816 ; carrying mails, $28,445,053 ; carrying express, $23,631,394,
and from carrying freight, $832,902,205. The other $149,649,615 of income
for the year was chiefly derived from
investments.

new tariff bill became a law
Monday without President Cleveland’s
signature. Not contrary to previous
expectation the President has stated
his reasons—contained in a letter to
Hon. T. C. Catchings—for allowing
the measure to become a law without
his endorsement. In explaining his
position he points out the defects of
the bill, takes note of its inconsisten
cias and discharges a broadside at the
pernicious and dangerous influence of
of corporate wealth in the matter of
controlling and shaping legislation.
The following cogent observations indi
cate the general tenor of the Presi
dent’s letter : “The trusts and com
binations—the communism of pelf—
whose machinations have prevented
us from reaching the success we de
served, should not be forgotten nor
forgiven. We shall recover from our
astonishment at their exhibition of
power, and if then the question is
forced upon us whether they shall
submit to the free legislative will of
the people’s representatives or shall
dictate the laws which the people must
obey, we will accept and settle that
issue as one involving the integrity
and safety of American institutions.
*
*
*
*
*
I cannot be mistaken as to the ne
cessity of free raw materials as the
foundation of logical and sensible
tariff reform. The extent to which
this is recognized in the legislation
already secured is one of its encourag
ing and redeeming features, but it is
vexatious to recall that while free coal
and iron ore have been denied us, a
recent letter of the Secretary of the
Treasury discloses the fact that both
might have been made free by the
annual surrender of only about seven
hundred thousand dollars of unneces
sary revenue.”
T he

debtedness of the country in time of
peace, and the use of interest-bearing
bonds at any time. In an address to
the people attached to the resolution,
a unique method of showing the de
pression in the price of agricultural
products since silver was demonetized
is adopted. For instance, the address
says : “Before the demonetization of
silver 3,500 bushels of wheat or 35,000
pounds of cotton equaled the salary of
a Congressman, and 35,000 bushels of
wheat or 350,000 pounds of cotton
equaled the salary of the President,
while to-day 10,000 bushels of wheat
or 100,000 pounds of cotton only
equal a Congressman’s salary, and
100,000 bushels of wheat or 1,000,000
pounds of cotton that of the Presi
dent.”
In view of the slurs which have
been cast upon the legal ability of
Senator Hill, the following opinion of
Representative Daniels, a Republican,
who was for more than 28 years a
judge of the New York Supreme
Court, before his election to Congress,
is suggestive and timely : “In all the
cases that Mr. Hill tried before me his
papers were the evidence of close
study and careful preparation. He
never stated a point that was not
intended to be proved and it was
always put in the most effective way.
I found that where he made a point he
knew his ground and could logically
defend it. When he set out to prove
anything it usually proved to be so.
His papers were as neat and as ac
curate as any I ever saw and there
was never the slighest trace of care
lessness or slip-shod work. He is
without question a lawyer of the first
rank.” There are several men in the
Senate who believe him also to be a
politician of the first rank.
No better example of the difficulty
of predicting in advance what will be
the action of either branch of Con
gress upon any given measure can be
cited than the anti-anarchist bill, now
hung up in the House by absence of a
quorum, and the opposition of two or
three men. The bill was prepared by
the Superintendent of Immigration,
he claims upon information that a
large number of dangerous anarchists,
who will be compelled by new laws to
leave France and Italy, are now pre
paring to come to this country. It
passed the Senate without opposition
and was favorable reported upon by
the House Judiciary committee. It
authorizes the Superintendent of Im
migration to prevent the landing of
alien anarchists and to deport those
now in the United States. It is
worthy of note that two out of the
three members of the House—Warner,
of New York City, and Goldzier, ol
Chicago, Illinois—who have expressed
opposition to the bill represent con
stituencies which would naturally be
supposed to have the greatest dread of
an increase in the number of anarchists,
having had a taste what anarchy
means. The opposition of the third—
Bland, of Missouri—is even more
difficult to understand, as he repre
sents an agricultural constituency.
They all claim that their opposition is
because the bill is not properly drawn
and that it gives the Superintendent
of Immigration more authority than
can safely be put into the hands of
any one man. Pressure is being
brought to bear on absent members of
the House to get enough of them to
return to make a quorum.
TERRIBLE DESTRUCTION OF
LIFE.
FULLY A THOUSAND L IV E S LOST.

St. P etersburg , August 27__A wind
of death. No other name can describe
the cyclone that swept across the Sea
of Azov Saturday. It will be impos
sible for days yet to compute the
damage done, but it is almost certain
that at least 1,000 people have perished,
some by drowning, others by being
crushed under falling houses and trees.
The excitement is great among the
American colony in this city, for it is
feared t^at at least two parties of
WASHINGTON LETTER. *
American
tourists were on the Sea of
From our Regular Correspondent.
Azov at the time the wind did its
W ashington , D. C., August 24,1894. deadly work.
—Congress has been only playing at be
ing in session this week, while every
THE NEW TARIFF ACT.
body is impatiently waiting for Presi
dent Cleveland to settle the tariff un IT BECOMES A LAW W ITHOUT THE PRESI
certainty. I t was hoped that Mr.
DENT’S SIGNATURE.
Cleveland would act as soon as he re
W ashington , August 27.—At 12
turned to Washington, but the indica o’clock to-night the McKinley tariff
tions now are that no action will be law, which had been in operation since
taken by him before Monday, if then. October 30, 1890, practically four
If the bill isn’t vetoed before or on years, died on the statute books and
Monday it will become a law at mid the new Democratic tariff bill, passed
night on that day. Great pressure is by the Fifty-third Congress, became a
being brought upon the President to law without the signature of President
sign the bill at once, but pressure does Cleveland.
not count for much in influencing Mr.
The Constitutional period of ten
Cleveland. While a majority of the days allowed the President to consider
people still believe that the bill the bill expired with the midnight
will become a law, there has been a hour, and according to the terms of
noticeable increase in the number who the Constitution, the President having
expect it to be vetoed, since the Presi failed to return the bill to* Congress
with or without his approval, it became
dent’s return to the White House.
a law.
The advance guard of the Knights
The placing of the bill on the statute
of Pythias encampment, to be held books ended one of the longest and
next week, are here, and they are all most remarkable struggles in the
loud in their complaints against the parliamentary history of the governrailroads for not making lower rates ment. It was practically a year ago
that the preparation of the new tariff
for those who wished to attend the en law was commenced.
campment. It is estimated that the
The extraordinary session of Con
attendance will be only about half of gress was called August 7, 1893, for
what it would have been with a fail- the purpose of repealing the Slferman
silver purchasing law. Two weeks
charge for transportation.
later the ways and means committee of
The most strongly endorsed resolu the House, with Mr. Wilson, of West
tion for the free coinage of silver ever Yirginia, as chairman, was appointed,
presented in Congress or elsewhere is and almdfet immediately the work of
that offered by Representative Hart framing the Democratic tariff reform
measure began.
man, of Montana. Among the official
Months were spent in its preparation
endorsements are those of Grand Mas and it was not reported until after the
ter Sovereign and Secretary Hayes, of holidays during the regular session be
the Knights of Labor ; Marian Butler, ginning in December.
For three weeks it was debated in
president of the National Farmer’s
the House, passing that body January
Alliance ; Samuel Gompers, president 29 by a vote of 204 to 140. Seventeen
of American Federation of Labor; House Democras voted against it.
P. M. Arthur, Chief of Brotherhood The bill went to the Senate, and, after
of Locomotive Engineers ; John Mc being considered until March 20, was
greatly changed from the
Bride, president of United Mine reported,
House bill.
Workers; President - Treasurer and
The debate which began in tire
Secretary Maguire, of the Brotherhood Senate April 2 lasted until J u ly -3
of Carpenters and Joiners; Grand when the bill passed by a vote of' 39
Master Sargent and Secretary Arnold, to 34. The crisis ocurred when the
bill reached conference. On August
of the Brotherhood of Locomotive 13 the House yielded and accepted the
Firemen, and C. A. Robinson, presi Senate bill.
Two days afterwards, Wednesday,
dent of the Farmer’s Mutual Benefit
Association. In addition to demand August 15, it went to the President,
ing a return to the free coinage of sil and to-night, at the expiration of the
constitutional ten da3’s (Sundays not
ver at a 16 lo I ratio, the resolution counted), it became a law without Mr.

T h e B est S a l v e i n t h e W o r l d for Out*,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever Sores,
Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains, Corns, and
all Skin Eruptions, and positively cures Piles,
or no pay required. It is guaranteed to give
perfect satisfaction or money refunded. Price
W cent* per box. For sale by J, W. Oulbert,
Prmgist, Collegeville, Pa.
condemns increasing the bonded

in* Cleveland's signature.

A F a ille o il t h e B e a c h .
A tlantic C it y , New Jersey, August

J LEOPOLD’S ^

27.—A single flash of lightning, com
ing from an almost cloudless sky,
killed William Carr, aged 20, of this
city, who was bathing near the foot of
Georgia avenue, and so shocked Mrs.
Rachael Fainuier, who was bathing
with him, that her condition is ex
tremely critical. The same flash rang
the fire alarm, split a fire telegraph
pole, and tied up traffic on the electric
railroad.

We ure closing out, regardless o f
cost, our entire stock o f DRY
GOODS, NOTIONS. TRIMMINGS,
CLOAKS, CAPES, HOSIERY,
GLOVES, Ete., Etc.
In order that we may devote our entire attention
to our Suit and Cloak Making Department to
which there is a constant accession of new cus
tomers from all parts of the U. 8.
Now we want to distribute some $ 1 5 ,0 0 0 to
$ 3 0 ,0 0 0 worth of goods among the people
during the coming few weeks, and to make this
Closing Out Sale draw the masses, we are
marking down the price of every article in our
large stock, no matter whether the newest and
most desirable goods or the oldest stock, which
will go at half or quarter the cost.
Even our New Coats, Capes and Fur
Garments, bought just before we decided to
sell out, will be sold at such LOW PRICES as
to place them below a ll com petition.
We name a few of the thousands of items re
duced :
Fine Black Dress Goods reduced from $1.25 to
87% cents.
Colored Dress Goods reduced from $1.25 to
62% cents.
Dress Goods that were 12% cents reduced to
5 and 6 cents.
Coats that were $2.75 reduced to $1.00.
Coats that were $5.00 reduced to $2.00.
Coats that were $10.00 reduced to $4.90.
Capes that were $4 50 reduced to $2 95.
Capes that were $13.50 reduced to $8.75.
Capes that were $7.75 reduced to $4.62.
Ladles’ Suits that were $9.00 reduced to $5.62.
Ladies’ Suits that were $10.00 reduced to $6.75.

Aug. 26.—An earthquake
was felt here at 8 o’clock this morning.
The shock was also felt in Corinth,
Yastizza, Z tnte, Thebes, Chalcis and
Atalanti. The inhabitants of some of
the places affected were terribly
frightened, thinking there was about
to be a repetition of the disaster that
occurred some little time ago. They
fled to the fields and other open spaces
for safety. So far as known no per
sons were killed.
A th en s ,

The People Were D efeated.
From the Kansas City Star.

There appears to be a slight mis
understanding concerning the status
of the new tariff bill. It is described,
even by Democratic newspapers,
though very careless newspapers, as
Mr. Gorman’s victory over Mr. Cleve
land. And why over Mr. Cleveland ?
Why not over every man of the 5,556,918 men who Voted for the exact ful
filment of the Democratic platform in Everything reduced below its value
November, 1892 ? The issue was not to m ake tills stock go ont quickly.
between Cleveland and Gorman. It
was between the Gorman clique and
the country. Mr. Cleveland as the
leader of the party used the advisory
254 HIGH ST.,
power to show the duty and obligation
POTT8TOWN, PA.
of Congress. His wishes and his
warnings have been disregarded.

L E O P O L D ,

Grand D epot !

n a t u r e

a little now and then,
with a gentle, cleans-

B
jh

sight of the dear old .lady. To get something that will
fit your sight as satisfactorily as grandma's glasses do
her, you have only to consult us. Ju.-t as the study of
optics throws light on light, ve give sight to sight by
giving relief and new power to your eyes. The nature of
the defect or peculiarity in your vision that requires cor
rection does not signify ; whatever help there is in spec
tacles we can afford, and perfect glasses are as near as
you can get to new eyes.

FO TTSTO W N, PA.

Earthquake in Greece.

a s s is t

MM! GKRAJSTDM
LVS SPECS. M W
Won't do for most people, although exactly fitted to the

We also have an extra large stock of WATCHES,
which we are selling very low Call and examine them.

J*. I D .

S A L L A D E ,

16 E. MAIN S T ,

NORRISTOW N, FA.

(Opposite the Public Square.)

5F"IDO U O T STTIFIEniEIR/-^
-----WITH-----

Cholera Morbus, Diarrhoea, Summer Complaint and
Dysentery, when you can be cured by using the

m

DIARRHEA » MIXTURE 113
SOLD AT

CULBERT’S DRUG STORE,
COLLEGEVILLE,
A nA fcA /vA /cA n K A A n A

OLD STOCK SOLD O U T!
NEW STOCK BOUGHT IN !

€1 P R IC E S

R E D U C E D III

Is the whole story in a nutshell. Come, see, and be convinced, and then you
will buy your Clothing, Dry Goods, Queensware, Hardware, Fine Grooeries,
and Shoes of every description, because I will give you just what you bargain
for at the very lowest price, quality considered, at the

PROVIDENCE SQUARE STORE,----JOSEPH G. GOTWALS, Proprietor.

It Pays You to Bny at Markley’s
Grand Depot.
We seldom quote prices, for the simple reason
that most people know that our prices are rock
bottom. The following prices will fully con
vince you of the fact :
8UGARS.
-----ooo------Granulated, 5%c.
Wak ing laxative, thereby
Soft A, 5c
| H k removing offending
White sugar, 4%c. per lb.
7 r r % matter from the stomSYRUPS.
■ h B ach and bowels, and
-------- ooo-------toning up and invigoGood baking syrup, 5c. qt.
rating the liver and
“ table
“
8,10 and 12c. qt.
---------T
O
U
O -A -TST --------quickening its tardy
FLOUR. *
■ M B action, and you thereBuy Pants that were $5.00 now $3.87. Buy Pants that were $2.50 now $1.90.
Good family flour, 38c. quarter.
M g aB b y remove the cause
Better
“ 40c. and 50c. quarter.
' of a multitude of dis
<(
a ,
a
a
4.50 now 3.50.
2.00 now 1.37.
tressing diseases, such as headaches, indiges
FURNITURE.
tion, biliousness, skin diseases, boils, carbun
a
a
a
a
Bedroom suits (oak), $15.00, $18.00, $23.00 to
4.00 now 3.00.
1.50 now 1.00.
cles, piles, fistulas and maladies too numerous
$90.00 each.
to mention.
a
a
a
a
Parlor
suits,
$25.00,
$29.00,
$31.00,
$34.50
up
3.50
now
2.62.
1.00
now .75.
If people would pay more attention to
to $ 110. 00 .
properly regulating the action of their bow
a
a
a
a
3.00 now 2.37.
Oak sideboard, $6.50, $7.50, $9.00 to $55.00 each.
.75 now .50.
els, they would have less frequent occasion
to call for their doctor’s services to subdue
CARPETS.
—FOR THE ABOVE BARGAINS CALL AT—
attacks of dangerous diseases.
Brussels, moquettes, Ingrains, (all grades), at
That, of all known agents to accomplish
greatly reduced prices.
this purpose, Dr. Fierce’s Pleasant Pellets
“ Special” window shades mounted on spring
are unequalled, is proven by the fact that
rollers, 25c. each.
once used, they are always in favor. Their
io i
SUNDRIES.
secondary effect is to keep the bowels open
and regular, not to further constipate, as is
Nice
fat
mackerel,
10c.
lb.
the case with other pills. Hence, their great
61bs. best rolled oats, 25c.
- A T —from habitual con
popularity with sufferers
2 pieces toilet soap for 5c.
stipation, piles and indigestion.
Grand Depot Oleine 8oap (large cake) 5c.
51bs- good rice, 25c.
Potatoes 50c. and 75c. per bushel.
Have you poor sight, weak eyes, near sight, dull aches and pains above the
Vanilla coffee cakes, 41bs. for ¿5c.
eyes ? If so, have your eyes properly fitted with Spectacles which
l%lbs. good baking powder,
i, ™
%doz. finely plated tea spoons, ( r oul"
will give you relief and perfect satisfaction.
—IN—
Pure cocoa band scrubs, 5c. each.
Stove brushes, good, 10c. each.
We m ake a Specialty o f Fitting SPECTACLES Properly and Use Only the
Dusting brushes, 20c. to 50c. each.
Decorated chamber sets, $2.75 to $16 each.
Good brooms, 20c. each.
Spool cotton, 4c. a spool.
Lancaster ginghams, 5c. a yard.
Dress ginghams, good, 7c. a yard.
Remember, we make no charge for examination, and our charges
Fine bleached muslin, 1 yard wide, 5c.
1000 Yards Appleton A Muslin, 1 yard wide, 7c.
for Spectacles are very moderate.
Dimities that were 15 and 20c., now 11c.
yard. 1 Case Simpson’s Calicoes, in Rem
Good table linen, 22c. per yard.
Call and see us ANT DAY EXCEPTING FRIDAY, when we are engaged in Philadelphia.
Ladies’ full seamless, fast black hos», 12%c.
nants, 4c. yard. Best Quality Qinghams,
EXAMINATION ABSOLUTELY FREE.
Bleached muslin 1 yard wide, 6%c., was sold
4 Yards for 25c.
at 8c.
Special drive at outing flannels at 8c. worth 12.
Orders solicited and goods delivered free of
charge. If you desire to deal with us please
make your request known by postal and our
G ra d u a te o f N ew Y ork In stitu te o f O ptics,
All-Wool White Flannel, only 80c. yard.
salesman will call for your order and deliver
Beautiful Patterns, White Apron Plaids, 10 and goods.
12%e. yard.
Fashion sheets for September are here. Ask
for one.
Shirting Calicoes, all styles, 5c. yard.
E. L. MARKLEY,
Will Close at 6 p. m., EXCEPT SATURDAY,
Feather Bed Ticking, 15c. yard.
211, 2l8, 215 Main Street,
from July 5th to Sept. 1st.
80au.
Royersford, Pa.
Outing Flannels, 8 and 10c, yard.
—IN—
Nearly All-Wool Casslmeres, 40c. yard.
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S A C R IF IC E ^

Yon Can Make $2.00 to $4.00 on Suits Bought Now.

J. H . Y O U N G ’S, th e S q u a re-D ea ler,
NO.
N. MAIN STREET,
—
SPRING CITY, PA.

SPR IN G : BA R G A IN S

Do Y our E yes Trouble Y ou ?

£ F E N T 0N ’S3

DRY GOODS!

FI N E ST QU A LIT Y O F LEN S E S .f ^

F R , A l s T K

Fast M e; Ret Talle Linen, 29c.

K

13 N. MAIN STREET,

L

I U

E

,

SPRING CITY, PA.

A S M A S H -U P

^ ACKER’5

Ready-Made Pants* $1 to $3.

Don’t fall to drop In eith
er of our stores, when In
the locality, and refresh
yourself with a f r e e
glass of the Qenulne
Wild Cherry Phosphate,
and examine “ Acker’s
Specials” for that day or week.
Complete catalogue mailed on ap
plication. Goods delivered almost
everywhere.

Shoe Department is Complete
Ladies’ Shoes, Light and Heavy, from $1 up.
Children’s School 8hoes, 50c. up. Men’s Fine
Calfskin Shoes, $2.25, reduced from $8.00. Men’s
Working Shoes, very good, $1.25. FULL LINE
OF RUBBERS and GUM BOOTS.

FINLEY ACKER & CO.

Demorest Sewing Machine, in Antique Oak,
wi*h all attachments and guaranteed for 5 years,
19.50.

CHOICE

I2i and 123 N. 8th S t. and Reading Terminal,
flarket St. below 12th, Philadelphia.

GROCERIES !

Peirce School

The finest Rock Candy Syrup, 50c. gal. Try
a sample of our 35c. gal. Table Syrup. A good
Baking Syrup, 25- . tal. Choice Rio Coffee, 25c.
lb. Old Government Java Coffee, 85c. lb. 4
Cans Corn, 25c. 3 Cans Corn, 25c. Early June
Peas, 10c. can. California Prunes, 10c. Ip.
Evaporated Peaches, 2 lbs. for 25c 2 large Fat
Mackerel for 25c. Heavy Poultry Wire, all
Widths ; special prices by the roil. 1 lb. Chew
ing Tobacco, 25c.

The Representative Business
School of America for Both
Sexes.

Second, Third and Fourth Floors of T H U
R E C O R D B I I L D I M i , 0 1 7 -9 1 » C h n t n u t S tre e t, P h ila d e lp h ia .

Thirty Years Under One Management.
Thomas May Peirce, A. M „ Ph. D.,

W. P. FENTON,
21feh

P rin c ip a l a n d F o u n d e r.

COLLEGEVH LE, PA.

Spring1

A

AVA

N

iliiiiiii

DAY AND EVENING S E S S IO N S .
This la a High Grade School, which couples a
good English education with a systematio
business training. Ex-President Harrison saya
of it: “I t has an eminently practical cur*
riculura.“
A complete all-round equipment for business life,
Bookkeeping, Shorthand, Correspondence, Cus
toms, Commercial Law, Banking, etc.

w;

D

Graduates are Successfully
.....Assisted to Positions.

Summer

Peirce School is headquarters for the Mercan
tile Community and is called upon when young
men and women are needed for counting room
or office.
The Fall and Winter Term will begin on MON
DAY, SEPTEMBER 3, 1894.
Entrance examinations held dally throughout the
year. Enrollment blanks on application.
(fell or send for descriptive printed m atter con
cerning the School.

ANNOUNCEM ENT 1

Beaver & Shellenberger’s Store,
SPRING PRINTS, SATTEENS,
-----A NEW STOCK OF-----

M ANURES.

!

FOB SALE BY

WILLIAM HALIA)WELL, Hatboro.
ANDREW ERVIN, Huntingdon Valley.
I. R. KOSENBKROER & BRO.. Colmar.
F. D. HARTZEL’S SONS. Cbalfont.
H. G.* KULP & CO., Pottstown.
H. R. STUBBLEBINE, Pottstown.
S. W. ZEIGLER. Morwood.
8ETH LUKENS. North Wales
JOHN J. W HITE. Lansttale.
ISAAC B. CORNMAN, Gladwyne.
ISRAEL H. SUPP1.EE
CO., Bryn Mawr.
DILLIN <fe SON, Ardiuore.
GEORGE WOLF. Non-Moivn.

Rubber and Other Paints!

Ladies’& Children’s Shoes
F r e e d ’s H a n d - m a d e B o o t s
an d S h o es.
POULTRY WIRE IN ALL WIDTHS.

LD HORSES and DEAD HORSES
and COWS will be removed by the under
O
signed upon request. Higest price paid for
worn-out-horse*. THEO. M. CASSELBERRY.
Ironbrldge, Pa.

PAPERS.
FINE GROCERIES! SUNDAY
The different Philadelphia paper* delivered
to
those
wishing
to purchase In Collegeville and
IN COMPLETE VARIETY.
Large raisins, 5 cents per pound ; 4 lbs. rice,
25c.; the finest syrup at 40c. per gallon. Head
light oil at 9c. per gallon in 5 gallon lots.
E3F" A discount of 10 per cent on all bill*
amounting to ten dollars, and upwards, for

cash.

:

—FOR—

BRENDLINCER’S

Furniture, Carpets, Etc..
■

—AT THE—

COLLEGEVILLE
MAIN STREET WINDOWS.
Upper : DRt£S3 GINGHAMS iu stripes and
plaids only 8 cents, though fully worth l2Uc.
Middle : “ LADY IN WHITE." Notice how
beautifully she is dressed. Then eo»* e in and
let us prove how inexpensively it can be done
for you also.
Lower : LAWNS. Notice the prices on these
lovesy summer dress goods. If you examine the
quality the~priee will speak to you in very loud
terms.
D eK IL B STREET WINDOWS.

: ||a r m n |!
We are daily receiving and putting in position
our new Spring Stock. By March 1st we will be
prepared to show the

3 ^ Finest Selection of Household
Goods Ever Offered at Prices that
Upper : SWISS LAWNS. The color
ings and vuri.’ty are ture to please you and their
will
A tonish You.
wonderful price.

.

Middle : TRAVELING BAGS. Cabas and
Fancy Antique Sideboards, $6 00 to $30.00.
Trave ing Telescope Bags in variety and prices Guaranteed Geuuine Wilton Rug Parlor Suits,
to meet your n<»ed on your summer trip. Are $35,00 to $65.00. Antique Oak Bedroom Suits,
you provided ?
$15.00 to $55 00. Full line of Hair-Clotb, Plush
1 ower : DKESS GIN GITAVI8
**ents, re and Broeatelle Suits at correspondingly low
duced from 10c Look at them ami wonder that ; prices. A full line of Reed and Fancy Rockers,
.-o much style, good taste, comfort in a cool Lounges and Couches. The most complete line
fabric can be bought for
a yard.
( f Brussel and Tngrain Carpets ever on our floors.
Also, an elegant line of Stair and Rag Carpets.
Moquette, Axminster and Smyrna Ruers, ajl
sizes ; Bed Springs, Mattresses, Feathers and
Bedding.
We have sold a great many and want, to close
In addition to our low prices we give 5 per
out the remainder. We have made the prices
for you so that you can have one of these suits cent, off for cash.
Repairing of all kinds done. Goods delivered
Single and Double-Breasted Duck Vests. free.
Which add the proper touch of style, are also in
quantity and sizes and styles to fit and suit you.
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Patents have expired and the best features of
many different makes are now combined in one.
The New Home Sewing Machine Co are skillful
makers and they have made for us a machine
-------LOUX’S-----—
which we have named THE RAPID SEWING
MACHINE becanse it saves time, work and
money.
Easily adjusted and rapid running It
saves time ; all the new attachments
saves the amount of work ; the price
saves more than one-half of the old
installment and agent paying methods.
These are the prices : 3 Drawers,
$19.50 ; 5 Drawers, $25.00.
An increase In business, brought about by serv
ing the public with good goods at satisfac
tory prices, has encouraged me to lay In
A new lot of handsome styles and in
great variety. Your size is here and
the price is right for you.
That ever came to Rahn Station. I am going to
sell this stock at bottom figures.
CO
There was an Increasing demand for
The stock includes Ladies’, Misses’ and Child
those wondeiful art books which form ren’s Fine Shoes at all prices. Our $1.80 and
CQ tbe memory of the beautiful White $2.00 Ladies’ butt. dong. Shoes can't be beat *
Dream City, and we have supplied It as also our $1.50 Shoe. Iu tipped, plain, opera
by a purchase of 230 SHEPP’S and square toe our Misses and Children’s Shoes
WORLD’S FAIR PHOTOGRAPHED. are extra nice and good, and you will be sur
We tried to get 500, but could not. prised at the prices, quality considered ; have
Will you be one of tbe fortunate 230 them in russet or black.
to get one free ? We GIVE IT AWAY
If you cannot suit yourself here, you can’t be
on $35 bought in five months.
If you do not know what a beauti suited at all ; our prices defy competition.
ful book this is, come in and see it
Our Ladies’ Oxford Ties are dandies—in douand ask to have the plan explained. gola and patent leather, from $1 u p ; Misses, 80c.
Any of our sales people will tell you.
Our Men and Bovs’ line is full, consisting of
the finest Lace Congress, and Bluchers ; the
same shoes can’t be bought elsewhere for the
same money.
Last, but not least, is onr stock of Freed
Shoes, in larger stock than can be fouud else
where. 15 different kinds of them—$1, up.
We have had nearly all our goods made to
order ; we don’t handle inferior stock.
NORRISTOW N, PA.
REPAIRING at short notice on most reason
able terms.
French, Acme, and other dressings of all
kinds, laces, buttons, &c. Try us,

John L. B ech tel,

Rahn Station Shoe Store !

W hite Waists.

BASTISTES and GINGHAMS!

a m

: P R I C E S

TO THE PUBLIC.

TRAPPE, P A

W all * P

IE

Trappe, every Sunday morning.
HENRY YOST, New* Agent.

Oollftlfprfllp.

F

.
A two-seated carriage, in good order. Ap-

o r sale

flly at

THIS OFFICE,

The Largest Stock of Shoes

Brendling’er's,

213 and 215 OaKalb St.

Albert W. Loux, - - Ironbridge, Pa,

-s Providence Independent ¡i-

Expelled.
The elders of the Centennial Pres
byterian Church, at Jeffersonville,
held a meeting on Saturday afternoon
and decided to vote Joseph D. Smith,
Councilman from the Tenth ward,
Norristown, no longer a member of
Two Girls Drowned.
that body. Rev. S. M. Keelor, pastor
A row boat containing a young man of the church, made the announcement
and three young ladies was capsized Sunday from the pulpit to that effect.
in the Schuylkill near Reading, by a
steamer, Saturday evening. The young
A Decomposed Body Found.
man and one of the ladies were rescued,
Augustus Moyer, employed by Wil
and two ladies—Lottie Lindemuth and liam C. Hammar, a drover, found the
Lizzie Romberger—were drowned.
horribly decomposed body of an un
known man in a barn on the Ernst
Diphtheria.
farm, in Plymouth township, Monday
A fearful affliction has fallen upon afternoon. It was taken in charge by
the family of James Martin, at Doe Coroner M. R. Kurtz. Judging from
Rufi, Chester county. The eight mem the appearance of the remains they
bers of the family were stricken with must have been lying there for at
diphtheria a week ago, and three have least ten days.
already died—three children aged re
spectively five, seven and eleven years.
Tall Corn.
Farmer Warren S. Decker, who
Three Ribs Broken.
superintends Ex-Senator Royer’s farm
Mrs. Mary Cohen, aged 60 years, of and stock, at Trappe, brought to this
near Shannouviile, was seriously in office the other day a stalk of corn
jured Sunday evening in a runaway on that measures 14 feet 1^ inches in
Swede street, Norristown. She'was length, and bears a large ear. This
removed to Charity Hospital, where it is the tallest stalk of corn we have
was ascertained that three of her ribs heard of this season, find farmer
were broken and that she was other Decker and the Senator’s corn patch
wise injured. Her condition is critical. are decidedly in the lead.
A bandoned.

A correspondent writes : “Owing to
unforseen circumstances the garden
party announced for September 1, at
Washington Hall, Trappe, has been
abandoned.

Sport at Loner Providence.
From the Phoenixville Republican, Thursday.

FROM OAKS.

A Pipe Stem In Her Head.

p R I V A T E SALE O F

Saturday last a man from Birdsboro
Last evening seven of Philadelphia’s was
fishing near the ferry at Pawling’s
OHIO COWS!
AGED MRS. LIVINGOOD FALLS DOWN
handsome j’oung ladies, who are at dam.
Soon
after
six
o’clock
a
fish
The
undersigned
will arrive at SmoVerS
STAIRS
W
HILE
SMOKING.
present enjoying country life, might carried away line, pole and all. In his
hotel, Trappe, on FRIDAY, AUGUST 31,1894,
have been seen wending their way to effort to recover the rod he dropped
T h u rsd a y , Augf. 3 0 , 1894.
R eading, Pa.. Aug. 28__Aged Mrs. ^^rtfcw ith two car loads of Ohio cows, to be
ward Mr. R. P. Baldwin’s driving his watch, a fine silver Hunting Case Adam Livingood fell down stairs with X_jLjsold at private sale. These cows have
been very carefully selected and they well de
park in Lower Providence.
with chain attached, into about four her pipe in her mouth, at her home serve the attention of buyers.
HOME ANI» ABROAD.
“ What a shame,” said one, “that we feet
C. U. BEAN.
water. With the assistance of near Conestoga Hotel, Welsh Moun
could not get those sacks.” “Ob, Abe of
tain, and impaled the stem in the roof
Campbell,
who
was
fishing
near
well,” another was heard to remark,
they fished for the watch but as it of her mouth. She is in a critical p R IV A T E SALE OF
—It is agreed
“this will be as much fun, and will test by,
was
becoming dark they had to leave condition, as her age is 77.
our speed better.”
OHIO COWS!
—All around that rain is very much
it
in
its watery bed. Campbell marked
The race course having been reached the spot
needed in Montgomery county.
We
will
arrive
at Detwiler’s hotel. Royersford,
and
Sunday
morning
went
A Trolley Tragedy.
they stepped up, and, two by two their down to the river and succeeded in
oniFRIDAY, AUGUST 31, 1894, with a car load
—In many fields the corn has been
fg^TWof fresh cows and springers, of choice .
dainty ankles were strapped together finding the watch.
.stock from Ohio, and will sell them at
checked in its growth, and unless rain
with great leather hitching straps.
A LITTLE GIRL LOOSES HER LIFE AND UER
private sale. Come and see the stock. *
soon comes the crop will be short.
An itinerant grocer who general^
“Now,” said a pretty little brunette,
DETWILER & BEAN.
MOTHER BECOMES INSANE.
as she mounted the judge’s stand, lan took in Oaks and Perkiomen in his
—If the critic of Lansdale is sure
A horrible trolley accident, which at
tern in hand, “Are you ready ? 1, 2, 3, route filled himself full of “bug juice”
that J. G. Fetterolf, of Yerkes, is mis
lay down and went to sleep. Though the same time deprived a child of life
Go
!”
And
they
w
ent!
taken in regard to 'some things, the
The exact time which expired dur pretty full he was aroused by some and a mother of reason, occurred Mon
critic should muster up courage and
ing
the course of the race we cannot one going through his pockets, and by day at 11th and Berks streets, Phila
debate the mooted questions
definitely say, but this we can truth him stood a nicely dressed colored delphia, when a car, north-bound, ran
fully state, that never on the pages of man. The merchant felt for his money over and fatally injured Mary Hav—In a Lansdale hall I
history has such a three-footed race but it was gone. He had eleven dol ranck, aged 7 years, of 1740 North
—It is surmised that the Eveyy
been recorded, and that the two little lars stowed away for a particular pur Eleventh street. The mother of the
Night Club is down on d u s t; that is
girls in white came in about fifty feet pose. He accused the darkey but he little girl, standing ou the sidewalk,
the dust of the highways is not of the
protested his innocence, took off his saw the heavy car grind the life out of - HARDWARE DEALERS, ahead of all the others.
pleasant kind.
coat, turned his pockets inside out, but her daughter, and in her agony became
after he left, thought the dark might -insane. The child had but a few min
PERSONAL.
—Wonder when Supervisor Hall
PHŒNIXVILLE, PA.
have stuck it in his shoes. Rather a utes before left her home and ran i
Miss Irene Wagner, of Trappe, spent costly
man will reach School street ? Per
nap.
front of the rapidly moving car just
last
week
at
Ocean
Grove.
haps he is waiting to come this way
How provoking it is when in a burry above the house. The clang of the
on a trolley car.
Miss Della Garber, of Philadelphia,
bell bewildered her and she stood i
to
make a mistake and use the stove the
was the guest of Mrs. Samuel Lachman blacking
middle of the track until the fron
—There will be more than a thou
brush to brush your shoes.
on Sunday.
of
the
striking her, knocked her
sand people at Garwood’s picnic in
I'be peculiar lustre attracts attention. under car,
Natural Remedy for Typhoid Fever.
A Sliver Jubilee.
the wheels, which cut off hej
the almshouse grove next Saturday.
The Misses Long and Mrs. George
Dr. Warren E. G. High, resident Ruth, of Philadelphia, are enjoying a
C. Tyson Kratz and Mr. Jenkins, legs and otherwise horribly mangled We will present, with each purchase a ¡mounting
A Silver Jubilee, commemorating
Will you be there ?
to 50 cents,
the 125th anniversary of the founding physician at St. Joseph’s hospital, visit to Miss Ida Robison at her beau aspirants for the State Senator, were her. The shrieks of the poor mothe
—The iron industry in Conshohock- of St. John ’8 Evangelical Lutheran Reading, writes to the press : “ We tiful country home on Perkiomen street. in town Saturday looking after theii attracted a crowd and in a lew iniriuU-i
en is booming ; all the mills are run church, Centre Square, will be held on have three typhoid fever «ases, and
interests. Field Marshal Cooper booms an ambulance was at the scene, but
Mayne Longstretb Esq., of Philadel Cauieion lor President so the Carrier the little sufferer died before she could 0 ^ A Sheet of Choice 40-Cent Music
ning full time, and a new iron industry Wednesday, September 5, 1894; morn now while the season for typhoid is
is expected to employ over 300 work ing, afternoon and evening. Thanks rapidly advancing, I would greatly phia, is spending his vacation with his on issue is kind of dead stock.
he removed to the Mary Drexei Home
Sample copy mailed on receipt of two two
men in the near future.
cent stamps, on condition that you show it to
to the committee for a cordial invita urge that the press assist us in con mother, Mrs. Sarah Longstretb, this
Mr.
Geo.
Bartholemnew,
wife
and
your
friends. ■
vincing popular judgment in favor of place.
son, and Mrs Alice Evans of Plymouth
—I. H. Brendlinger’s store, Norris tion to be present.
Longevity
o
f
Females.
that great and natural remedy—total
Dr. George Fetteroif, of Baltimore, were visiting Mr. John Dettra’s Satur
Columbus Waltz,
town, will close every evening except
immersion in cold water—for typhoid. spent Sunday with his many friends day.
Tbe Medical Record says woman
Attending a Convention at Erie.
Saturday at 6 o’clock until September
Old F olks at Home,
Statistics the world over and surely at about town.
lias the advantage of man as regard!
fourteenth.
»
F. G. Hobson, State President of the this hospital, demonstrate vividly,
An open air meeting was he’d on longevity ; she suffers less from acci
The Hour o f Rest, Ac.
Miss Joanna Weikel visited Ocean the Green Tree School grounds in the dents, injuries, and many forms of
Patriotic Order Sons of America, of that high temperature is the dangerous
—It takes both grace -and grit to this
Grove
and
Asbury
Park
last
week.
place,
has
gone
to
Erie
to
attend
interests
of
the
Prohibition
Party.
symptom, and that cold water is the
disease ; she is, in fact, more tena
get along pleasantly with people
Miss Rae Sumner, one of West The Royersford Quartette furnished cious than man of the limited enjov S H E R IF F ’S SALE OF
who never make mistakes__Barn's the State Convention. He took with rational treatment of typhoid. We
him a handsome and valuable gold apply it here exclusively.
Horn.
Philadelphia’s agreeable young ladies, the music and speakers.
ments allowed her. Dr. Brandreth
REAL ESTATE!
badge to be contested for in an ora
enjoyed country life with Mr. R. P.
Symonds has collected and studied a
There
must
surely
be
a
reduction
in
—I t’s the other fellow who makes torical contest which will take place
Baldwin
and
family
last
week.
A Lansdale Failure.
the force of employes or the business large number of statistics to illus
By virtue of of a writ of Levari Facias, issued
on Saturday, there being eight entries.
the mistakes, you see !
out of the Court of Common Pleas of Montgom
A. G. Freed, proprietor of the TreMr. George Zimmerman, this place, of the land must be carried on in a trate this interesting fact (American ery county, to me directed, will be sold at pub
mont House, a large hotel at Lansdale, made a number of friends and acquain very economical manner, as we hear Journal of the Medical Sciences) lic sale on WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 19,
—Prof. J. S. Weiuberger’s residence,
Our Public Schools.
1894, at 2 o’clock, p. m., In Court Room No. 2,
Montgomery county, has failed. On tances while at Ocean Grove, a week of mills starting up all around and still The comparative mortality of the at
on Broadway, is being repainted by
the Court House, in the borough, .of Norris
sexes at different ages shows that in
no work for the laboring man.
The schools of this district opened Monday Sheriff Simpson made a levy or so ago.
Edward David.
town, said county, the following described real
the
first
year
of
life
the
mortality
of
Monday morning with a large attend on all his real estate and personal
estate
: All that certain messuage and two tracts
The Hal-li-loo band bas dissolved be the female is much less than that of
Mr. John Jacoby, of Allentown, and
—The special attention of our lady ance of pupiis. There was the. usual property, on executions issued on
of land situate iu Limerick township, said
cause
musical
instruments
are
marked
readers is directed to H. Leopold’s rush for the “best seat,” which some judgments amounting to $5800. Mr. Henry S. Jacoby, Professor of Civil on the schedule of the New Tariff bill the male, being at birth 92-64 per 1,000 county, to wit : Tract No. 1. Beginning at a
in a line of land now or late of John Fry,
new advertisement. The closing out times means the one most remote from Freed bought the Heebner property Engineering at Cornell University,
agaiust 112-80, and at the end of stake
bounded by said land and lands now or late of
Explosive Substances. Our mouth as
of this store means bargains for some the teacher. The work of the schools about three years ago, for $17,000 and Ithaca N. Y., visited Prof. Weinberger as
the
year
31-87
as
against
35-08.
This
Peter
Fry, other lauds of Jacob Schell and John
organ might blow up.
Keelor, containing eight acres and seven perches
body.
difference continues up to the fourth of
has begun in earnest, and we trust all made alterations and improvements last week.
more or less. .Tract No. 2. Beginning
Shannonville Castle No. 211 K. G. E. year. From 5 to 12 the female at land,
the boys and girls will make the most of which cost him $25,000. The total
Miss Lillie Kauffman and her father,
a stake in a public road leading to the turn
—J. G. Fetterolf’s stallion May their
attended
the
Reunion
and
took
part
in
in a line of Abraham Longaker’s land,
school opportunities.
debt, of record, against him is $36,000 of West Philadelphia, were the guests the parade at West Chester but did mortality is greater than that of the pike,
Boy has been entered in the 3-year-old
male, being at the latter period 3-56 bounded by said road and by said Longaker’s
and he owes $4000 beside, to contrac of Mr. and Mrs. Fentou over Sunday.
land,
lands
now or late of John Hallman and
trotting class at the coming Pottstown
not succeed in capturing the prize, al for males and 4-28. for females. At
containing two acres and one
tors. Nearly all bis debts result from
A Big Catfish.
Fair.
Mrs. Roth, of Philadelphia, is visit though they paraded 45 men with J.S . the age of 46 the male mortality Daniel Schwenk,
and seventeen perches of land. The
his
building
operations.
The
date
of
ing
the
Clamer
family
at
Glen
Farm.
Last Thursday J. H. Underkoffler,
improvements are a two-storv stone
Voohees as Captain. Their banner equals that of the female, the latter
dwelling house 30 ft. by 20 ft., with a
Fatal Burns.
boot and . shoemaker of this place, the sale by the Sheriff has not been
Mr. Ammon Rimby, of Philadelphia, presented by Ironbridge Castle was having been up to this time slightly in
announced.
The
Tremont
House
is
two-story kitchen (part stone and part
down to Cassel’s dam, along the
the
handsomest
in
the
line
of
parade.
was
in
town
on
Sunday.
excess.
During
the
years
46
to
56,
¡frame),
28 ft. by 18 ft., hake oven atYetta Moore, aged 5 years, daughter went
one
of
the
finest
public
houses
in
the
Srooms on first floor, 5 rooms on second
Reynolds Commandry No. 44, Potts the period of the climacteric, the
of Joseph S. Moore, of Pottstown, Perkiomen, to fish, and his success county.
Mr.
Harvey
Johnson
visited
Atlan
ooms in g arret; cellar ; well of water
town, took the prize in the competitive male mortality gains rapidly on the
died Saturday from the effects of being happened to be out of proportion to his
.
p. Frame barn 44 ft. by 20 ft.,, with
tic City last week.
anticipations—something
very
unusual
drill.
Kennet
Castle
243
had
50
men
female,
being
6-32
per
annum
for
the
wagon
house
attached,.stabling for 3 horses and
FROM
YERRES.
burned the day before, while playing
for
a
fisherman.
He
landed
a
catfish
3
cows
;
chicken hous», pig pen, and other out
Mr.
John
B.
Detwiler,
of
Skippack,
in
line.
Laudenberg
Castle
273,30
one and only 3-47 for the other.
with matches.
Seized and taken in execution as
that measured 18 inches in length, 3|
who was reported critically ill last men, Windsor Castle Thorndale 45 Hence the climacteric is really a much buildings.
the property of Jacob R. Schell, and to be sold
inches between the eyes, and weighed A F IR E EXTINGUISHED JU ST IN TIM E TO week, is now somewhat better.
men.
Castle
Rock,
Delaware
county,
more
serious
time
for
man
than
for
by
ALBERT D. SIMPsON, Sheriff.
H . C. T. IJ.
AVOID THE DESTRUCTION OF A BRIDGE.
3f pounds.
A. W. Bomberger Esq., of Norri-- Castle No. 158, with 30 members, West woman. After 56 the female mortality Sheriff’s Office, Norristown, Pa., Aug. 18, 1894.
Chester Castle No. 226, with fifty men gains on that of the male, but is
.About four o’clock Sunday after town, visited friends here yesterday.
The regular meeting of the CollegeJumped Into the Schuylkill.
noon a pile of drift wood lying against
in line. Reynolds Commandry Potts always slightly below it. Woman has
ville Union will be held in the parlor
a k e n o t ic e f a r m e r s a n d
We clip the following from the Cape town, 20 men, Lafaj’ette Commandry not only a less mortality, but a greater
While temporarily deranged Mon the abutment of the bridge was ob
of Trinity Reformed church, Thurs
HORSEMEN !—The Stallion May Boy
do limited service until September
jSj
day, September 6, at 2 p. m. The L. day morning, William Morris, a resi served to be ou fire by Mr. Gwilt. The Charles (Ya.) Pioneer : “ We regret Royersford 20 men, Kennett Castle longevity than man. There is, also, will
1, 1894. May Boy, individually, and,
dent of Bridgeport, jumped from the flames bad already communicated to that Miss H. J. Curdy and Mrs. Wm. took second prize. The next reunion a plurality of female births.
T. L. will meet at 4 p. m.
his pedigree, will bear the closest in-1
top of the Trenton cut-off bridge, in the wood covering of the walls and T, Berry were both taken very sudden will be held in Media.
spection. Take early advantage of this
opportunity. Terms : $10 at time of service.
Plymouth township, into the Schuyl would soon have reached the bridge ly sick on Tuesday. Mrs. Berry had
Death.
Mr.
Pfaust
was
here
Wednesday
of
INTELLIGENT
ANTS.
JOHN G. FETTEROLF, O w n e r ,
kill river, a distance of sixty feet. proper had Mr. Gwilt and several been quite sick for some time previous, last week looking after the interests of
5jy.
Yerkes, Pa.
Mrs. Catharine Hess died at her Several fishermen in the vicinity other persons not succeeded in but was up and much improved when
AN ARMY OF LITTLE INSECTS BUILD A
residence in Upper Providence last helped him ashore uninjured. He then promptly extinguishing the fire. It taken again Tuesday. Both ladies are the Land Company ; we hope the entero r sale.
week. The funeral was held Monday ; picked up bis hat and coat and ran is not known how the fire originated. however now much better.” The first prize will be pushed as there is no
BRIDGE TO GET AT A P IE .
A brick bouse and lot in Trappe, near the
named lady is very well known to place in the Schuylkill Yalley that From the Rocky Mountain News.
interment in the Mingo Brethren’s across the bridge towards Plymouth
Lutheran church. The house is in first class
The Y. W. C. T. U., of Yerkes, will many friends here and in Lower Prov offers a better location for a city ; for
cemetery. If we are not misinformed Meeting.
■order, has all modern Improvements,^^
hold a regular meeting at the residence idence,
building purposes, or for manufactur
The following story, told by an eye steam heating appliances ; excellent^!
tHe deceased was the mother of
of Mr. Jbhn Gotwals,. on Monday
ing interests. We hear the name is witness, is entitled to a place among water ; good barn. The lot is 70 feet I
99th Birthday.
William Hess, of this township.
by 312 feet in depth. Ample va~lk
September 3. All are wel
to be New Perkiomen. Perkiomen the instances of intelligence among front
FROM LIMERICK.
Mrs. Betsy Trout, living near Earl- evening,
riety of fruit. For particulars inquire of owner,
come.
City
is
quite
sufficient
as
the
Pennsy
the
lower
animals.
A
cook
was
an
residing
on premises.
EDWARD KASS.
ville, Bucks county, was visited last
Mr. Harry A. Cole and family,
Journal Istie.
Landes Bros, have! been of late very Misses Johnson and Miss Ida K. R. R. has established the fact by noyed to find his pastry shelves at
Thursday by a large concourse of
Our neighbor, the Schwenksville people from Berks^ Chester, Montgom busy with tbeir steam sand and gravel Bauer attended the picnic of the Y. naming their station here Perkiomen a tacked by ants. By careful watching
o a r d in g s t a b l e
Item, began its 18th year last week. ery
old Indian name, and just fits. it was discovered that they came out
For Horses at the Jeffersonville Hotel ;
Bucks counties, on the occa separator. The fine gravel is. very M. C. A. at Ringing Rocks on Satur good
The Item is a successful local news sionand
Oaks,
whether
it
takes
its
name
from
twice a day in search of food, at about rates reasonable ; the most careful attention
good material for road making. The day last. The principal attraction
of
her
ninety-ninth
birthday
given to all horses entrusted to my care ; teams
paper and its editor, Mr. Bard man, is anniversary. They presented her and sand, of excellent quality, pays for the
the Oaks canal, or what is known as
being the balloon ascension and the the Four Mile Level made by Con seveu in the morning and four in the to hire.
JOHN FRYER, Hostler.
a diligent newsgatherer. We congratu her 72-year old daughter with many separating.
afternoon. How were the pies to be
parachute
leap.
late our cotemporary upon the evi necessaries of life and $75 in cash.
tractor Oaks, or from the great protected against the invaders ?
s t a t e n o t ic e .
Mr. Ebright, a prominent member of quantity of oak trees that abounded
dences of prosperity attending its 18th The old lady was married seventy-two
He did not have long to wait, for at
THE TURF.
Estate of Emauual Longacre, late of Up
birthday.
the First Reformed church, Philadel here in days gone by, or from Mrs. 6 50 o’clock he noticed that off in tbe per Providence
years ago.
Township, Montgomery county,
Races at the Phoenix Driving Park phia, and Miss Stella Urner of Royers Gumbes country residence Oakland, lett hand corner of the pantry was a deceased. Letters
testamentary on the above
on
Saturday,
September
8
.
I'icnic at the Collegeville Driving
ford spent Sunday, in Limerick.
or wherever it originated it is a good line of ants slowly making their way estate having been granted the undersiened, all
R e n t to Sleep with a Pipe in His
persons Indebted to said estate are rëquested to
Park.
Miss Yeakle of Norristown spent substantial name, and though it should in the direction of the pies. They make Immediate payment, and those having
Next Monday afternoon, September
Month.
be
mevged
in
tbe
new
city,
will
retai
seemed
like
a
vast
army
coining
forth
legal
claim, to present the same without delay
The singing school of near Yerkes,
Frael, of Phoenixville, went 3, at R. P. Baldwin’s track, Lower Sunday with the Misses Reifsneider.
CAROLINA E. LONGACRE,
its identity the same as Spring Gar to attack an enemy. In front was a to
led by A. J. Trucksess, will hold a to James
Providence,
there
will
be
a
number
of
Administratrix, . ,
bed on Friday night with a lighted
Mr.
David
Kopenhafer
accompanied
den,
Kensington
and
the
Northern
leader,
who.
was
larger
than
any
of
the
picnic in the delightful grove of the pipe
speed contests that will afford enter by two nephews drank in the briny
Or her attorneys,
Yerkes, Pa.
in
his
mouth.
He
fell
asleep
and
Liberties
of
the
city
of
Philadelphia,
others,
and
who
always
kept”
a
little
5jy-6t.
Hallman, Place and Hendricks.
Collegeville Driving Park on Saturday his wife was awakened by cracking tainment to lovers of the turf, and breezes of Atlantic City on Sunday
afternoon and evening, September 8. flames. Her night clothes were ignited the occasion will deserve a large at
The Rev. Mr. Motley has a mottled ahead of his troops. They were of
last. Mr. Harrison Bean spent several
Music by the popular Trucksess and
tendance.
There
will
be
several
classes
idea
of the Gospel and must be the sort known as the medium-sized
IR E! FIRE I—NOTICE.
in a fit of terror she leaped from
days at the above named place, last
Family. All cordially invited.
The members of the Union Mutual Fire
to
suit
the
various
entries,
and
no
troubled
with bad digestion “and red ant, which is regarded as the most
week.
the bed room window into the street.
intelligent of its kind, whose scientific aud Storm Insurance Company are hereby noti
effort
will
be
spared
to
match
the
doubts
of
motley
hue.”Anything
to
She was found by neighbors soon after
fied that a contribution was levied on July 19,
name is formica rubra.
Mr. Montgomery Fry has relin create a sensation.
trotters and pacers as evenly as possi
1894, on each policy, equal to premium thereou,
Improvements.
ward, terribly burned.
About forty ants out of five hun and that Andrew Supplee, Treasurer of said
ble. There will be a special race quished his position as clerk in
Charley
Taylor
has
returned
from
^ Mr. F. J. Clamer, proprietor of Glen
Company,
will attend at the office of the Com
dred
stepped
out
and
joined
the
leader.
between two fast steppers from Kulps- “Markley’s Grand Depot” Royersford, his trip to Virginia. It is very dry
Fears o f Deadly Anthrax.
Swede street, opposite the Court HouBe,
I arm, near this place, is having an ex
ville,- and probably a stallion race. for the present, and is now at the home down there. He reports many deaths The general and his aids held a coun pany,
In the Borough of Norristown, to receive said
tensive addition built to this barn.
H arrisburg , Pa., August 28__Con The sack race between R. P. Bell- of his father in this vicinity.
cil and then proceeded to examine a assessment.
in that neighborhood. Since Julj circle of molasses. Certain portions
Contractor S. P. Spare has charge of cerning the epidemic of incurable hoover and J. Howard Handsome
The 40 days time for payment of said tax will
The beautiful August evenings and one year ago he counted twenty-five of it seemed to be assigned to the dif dat^from August 8,1894.
the work. Mr. Clamer also has in con anthrax that has broken out among promises to be quite exciting. Don’t
Persons sending money by mall must accom
templation the building of another cattle near Tyrone, Secretary Edge, of forget the race next Monday afternoon. the fine condition of the roads of of his friends who have died and ferent ants, and each selected uner pany
it with postage for return of a receipt.
Limerick
have
been
taken
advantage
knows
of
many
more
who
have
de
summer residence on Glen Farm next the State Board of Agriculture, says
ringly the points in the section under
ANDREW SUPPLEE,
of
by
a
party
from
Trappe,
who
visited
2au6t.
parted
this
life.
Consumption
appears
spring.
Treasurer.
On Thursday afternoon, September
his charge where the stream of mo
that if human beings touch the dis
the
residence
of
Mr.
P.
W.
Reifsneider
to be the cause among the colored lasses was narrowest. Then the leader
6 , there will be a series of interesting
Ex Senator Roj^er, of Trappe, hav eased beasts and are impregnated races
people.
IR E! FIR E ! —NOTICE.
at J. Morgan’s Sunnj-sidc track and Mrs. C. W. Johnson.
made his tour of inspection. The or
ing completed one of the largest and with any of the disease germs, death
The members of the Mutual Fire Insur
Lower
Providence.
There
will
be
a
Mr.
M.
R.
Wanner
and
Miss
Lillian
der
to
march
was
given
and
the
ants
must
be
the
penalty.
It
is
therefore
We hear that Andrew Jackson Sup
ance Company of Montgomery County, are here
most attractive barns in the county, is
special
milkmen’s
race
and
a
warm
H. Johnson resumed teaching on Mon plee has been taken to the asylum at all made their way to a hole in the by notified that a contribution was levied on
now giving his attention to the con impossible to bury the dead cattle.
17th, 1893, of One Dollar on each One
struction of a new house, within con The remedy taken to dispose of them contest between the horses engaged-in day last in Spring City. Mr. Wanner Norristown. That old general, general wall, at which the plastering was loose. August
Dollars of Ordinary Bisks, and the
is the instructor of music in the debility, has command of things. Here they broke ranks and set about Thousand
venient distance to the barn, to com J s to soak their carcasses with coal oil one of the races at the last meeting.
rates fixed on Hazardous Risks, for which each
schools.
Jackie, as he was called, served in the carrying pieces of plaster to the place member of said Company is insured, and that
plete the work of improving the old and then fire them. This course is
M. McGlathery, Treasurer of said Company,
A Critic Challenged to Debate.
Dewees farm. The cellar is being ex being taken at Tyrone.
Mrs. Hoskins and daughter attended Sixth Penna. Cavalry, serving full in the molasses which had been agreed will attend at his office, No. 506 Swede street,
upon
as
the
narrowest.
To
and
fro
From the Lansdale Reportertime.
He
was
at
one
time
superin
cavated. Contractor Daniel Shuler
in
the Borough of Norristown, to receive said
Zions picnic in Chester county, on
Reorganized.
tendent of a section of the canal, but they went from the nail hole to the assessments from date.
E ditor R eporter :—At the meeting Saturday last,
has the work in hand.
Extract of Charter, Section 6th.—“ Any mem
gave it up. He became despondent molasses, until, at 11.30 o’clock, they
The famous Strohl family, of Potts of the Farmers Club of Worcester at
failing to pay his or her Assessment or Tax
Mr. J. Warren Peterman bas pur and a general give-away of his mental had thrown a bridge across. Then ber
Zieber’s
park
last
Thursday,
an
elderly
within 40 days after the above publication shall
town, has been reorganized and will
RELIGIOUS.
chased
of
Mr.
B.
Frank
Garber
five
they
formed
themselves
into
line
again
forfeit
and pay for such neglect double such
faculties
resulted.
give entertainments throughout the gentleman publicly criticised one of
and
marched
over,
and
by
11.45 every rates.”
M. E. Church, Evansburg. Sabbath country the coming fall and winter. the speakers—Mortimer Whitehead— acres of land, which he is utilizing for
Harry Cressman tells of a fellow ant of the foraging expedition was
The 40 days’ time for payment of such taxes
school at 9.30 a. m., every Sabbath. The family will be under the manage in this wise : “A man like that should trucking purposes. Mr. Peterman has seeing
will date from August 27, 1894. Persons send
a
sign
which
read
Adam
Strong
about
half
an
acre
of
celery
planted.
contentedly
eating
pie.
Preaching, 10.45 a. m., and every Sab ment of Mr. C. F. Strohl. A violinist be put off the grounds.” 1 asked the
ing money by mail must accompany the same
Boot and Shoemaker—read it a-dam
with postage in order to receive a receipt there
bath evening at 7.30.
On Sabbath last the Harvest Home strong
of repute has been added to the gentleman to explain, when he re
shoemaker,
and
said
that’s
the
for.
M. McGLATHERY, Treasurer.
services were held at St. Luke’s
marked
further
:
“He
is
an
anarchist!”
August 21, 1894.
Don’t
Tobaeeo
Spit
or
Smoke
Tour
Life
Away
troupe,
which
is
now
in
a
position
to
place
for
me
to
get
my
shoes
mended.
Episcopal service at St. James’
as an excuse for his vindictive church, Trappe, when the pastor
Is the truthful, startling title of a little book
Evansburg every Sunday at 10.30 a. m., more than maintain the good reputa and
epithet
referred to Mr. Whitehead’s preached an eloquent and able sermon
o st i
that tells all about No-to-bac, the wonderful,
tion
already
won
by
the
Strohl
family.
Sunday School, 2 p. m. Also a ser
harmless Guaranteed tobacco habit cure. The
Young Women as Pall-Rearers.
Between Collegeville aud Morgan’s Tan
in relation to “unjust legis irom Ps. 104 28v. “That thou gayest
vice at Royersford at 7.15 p. m. Rev. The family will give a performance in statements
cost
is
trifling
and
the
man
who
wants
to
quit
nery, a lady’s dark blue serge coat. A liberal
them they gathered,” to a large and From the Louisville Courier Journal.
lation”
as
being
false
and
calculated
to
Gross’
Hall,
this
place,
for
the
benefit
and
can’t
runs
no
physical
or
financial
risk
In
reward
will be paid to the finder
A. J. Barrow, Rector.
using “No-to-bac.” 8old by all druggists.
of the Collegeville Fire Company on foster anarchy. 1 learned subsequently appreciative audience. The church
30au.
AT THIS OFFICE.
The
custom
of
having
women
pall
Book at Drug Store or by mail free. Address
Divine service at the church (Epis Tuesday evening, September 18, to that the gentleman who played the was beautifully and artistically deco bearers at funerals will probably soon The
Sterling Remedy Co., Indiana Mineral
copal) at Wetherill corners, near which further reference will be made role of critic is a prominent resident rated with various flowers, and garn I»e permanently established here. Springs, Ind.
ANTED.
of Lansdale, and my purpose in writ ered wheat, corn, and oats filling the There have been several funerals of
A farm hand by the first of September.
Shannonville, during the summer at in a future issue.
L. E. PENNINGTON, Yerkes, Pa.
ing you this communication, Mr. chancel. Special music was rendered that kind in the past year. The pall
10.30 in the morning ; in the afternoon
P O L ITIC A L.
Editor, is to respectfully request him by the choir, Miss Katie Schwartz of bearers who bore tbe remains of Miss
A Request.
at 3-30 at St. Paul’s Memorial near
TRAW FOR MANURE.
meet me at an early date in any Philadelphia, and Mr. and Mrs. Wag Huber to her grave were eight young
Oaks. All welcome. Benjamin F.
Will furnish straw for manure or exchange
The testament of Catharine H. Sid- to
P
«
R
STATE
SENATOR,
ner
of
Gratersford.
The
evening
public hall at Lansdale to discuss the
Douglass, Rector.
straw for manure.
O. Y. KUGLER,
girls,
dressed
from
head
to
foot
in
dall, who died recently while on a question
80au.
Lower Providence.
he has raised in relation to service was impressive as well as in white. Miss Huber lived at Preston
H.
D.
SAYLOR,
visit
to
Lower
Providence,
this
county,
Preaching next Sunday at 10 a. in.
structive, the discourse being based
“unjust
legislation.”
The
shame
in»
and
Broadway,
and
died
last
Wednes
POTT8TOWN, PA. Subject to Republican
at&t. Luke’s church, Trappe. C. E. leaving property valued at about volved in tbe injustice done to Mr. on the subject “And they made light
o r sa le.
rules.
A good second-hand horse power and
meeting at 6 45. No preaching in the $20,000, was admitted to probate in Whitehead, by his being rated as an of it,” Matthew 22ch 5v. This serinon day. The fufieral took place Friday
thresher. Will be sold cheap. Apply at
Philadelphia last week. The instru anarchist, rests entirely upon your concluded the series of illustrated afternoon from the residence. The
evening during September.
THIS OFFICE.
young ladies wore white caps, gloves,
ment contains this clause : “I give and
and will rest upon him until he sermons preached at the evening dresses and shoes, the emblems of U O R STATE SENATOR,
Servicw^t the Evangelical churches bequeath to the Trustees of the Lev citizen
services by the pastor.
or rent.
purity. Naturally, they attracted a
J. P. HALE JE N K IN S,
of the Trappy circuit next Sunday as ering Presbyterian Church, ‘ Rox- makes a manly retraction. That point
The dwelling part (7 rooms) of Beaver &
requires
no
further
attention
on
my
A Demorest Silver Medal contest good deal of attention, it being so un OF NORRISTOWN. Subject to Republican
follows: Limerick, 10 a. m.; Schwenks borough, the sum of $500, for the pur
Shellenberger’s
store building, Trappe. In
part since all who heard Mr. White- will be held in Linfield on the evening usual for females to act in the capacity
rules.
ville, 3 p. m ,T ra p p if 7.45 p. m.
quire
of
pose of aiding in the erection of a head at Zieber’s park (excepting your of September 15.
BEAVER & SHELLENBERGER, Trappe.
of pall-bearers ; but many were heard
new church building whenever such citizen) and all who know him person
Mr.
Horace
Kugler
and
wife
of
UiOR ASSEMBLY,
to
commend
as
a
beautiful
departure
shall
be
decided
upon,
my
desire
be
How’s This?
ally know that he is a true patriot, an Philadelphia, are spending some time from the old custom, particularly in
ARRIAGE PAINTING.
We offer One Hundred Dollars Reward for any ing-that tbe said sum so bequeathed able advocate of law and order and of with Mr. Kugler’s parents in Lim
H. W . KRATZ,
I am prepared to do all kinds of carriage
the case of the death of young women.
case of Catarrh that canuot be cured by taking shall remain in the hands or possession
painting promptly. First-class material and
every
element
of
highest
citizenship.
NORRISTOWN,
PA.
erick.
Subject
to
Republican
Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
of my executors and trustees until But I sincerely desire an opportunity
good workmanship guaranteed ; prices reason
rules.
F J. CHENEY & CO., Props. Toledo, 0.
able. Favor me with your orders.
We, the undersigned, have know F. J Cheney the tune arrives when such a building to discuss with your citizen tbe ques
Guaranteed Cure.
R. P. BALDWIN,
Cure for Headache.
hall be determiued upon.” The resi- tion of “unjust legislation,” for if
tor the last. 15 years, and believe h m perfectly
jpO
R
DIRECTOR
OF
THE
POOR,
(Near Level School.)
Lower Providence, Pa.
We authorize our advertised druggist to sell
honorable in all business transactions and finan lue of the estate is left to relatives
a remedy for all forms of Headache Elec Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption,
there be no unjust legislation I want tricAsBitters
cially hble to carry out any obligation made by anil friends.
has proved to be the very best. It Coughs and Colds, upon this condition. If you
GUS EGOLF,
their firm.
J
to know it, and I want your citizen' to eifects a permanent cure and the most dreaded are
Ulrsinus
ODOlleae, Colleflevllle, Pa.
afflicted with a cough, cold or any lung, NORRISTOWN, PA.
West, & Truax, Wholesale Druggists, Toledo, O
Subject to Republican
Twenty-four miles tiom '•Philadelphia. Four
bring forth evidence to prove it. Come habitual sick headaches yield to Its Influence. throat or chest trouble and will use this remedy
Wa ding, Kinnan
Marvin, Wholesale Drug
courses leading to A. B. degree. Laboratory courses
rules.
RUDY’S PILE SUPPOSITORY is guaranteed
We-urge
all
who
are
afflicted
to
procure
a
bottle
directed, giving It a fair trial, and experience
in Chemistry, Physics and Biology. Seven colleges
s’ sts, Toledo, O
t ,; cure Piles and Constipation, or money re forward, Mr. Citizen, arrange for place and give this remedy a fair trial. In cases of as
no benefit, you may return the bottle and have
and universities represented in Faculty. Open to
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally, acting funded. 60 cents per box. Send stamp for cir- and date, and let me her from you habitual constipation Electric Bitters cures by your
both
sexes. Ideal location New buildings,, modern
money
refunded.
We
could
not
make
this
or sale o r r e n t .
iire-5,i\ upon the bipod, nd mucous surfaces of ular and Free Sample to MARTIN RUDY, soon.
appointments. Expenses very moderate.
giving tbe ueeded tone to the bowels, and few offer did we not know that Dr. King’s New Dis
Respectfully,
The store property and residence, together
the system, Price <5 cents per bottle.
Lancaster, Pa. For sale by ail first class drug

MUSIC FREE

I . H. Benjamin & Co.,

FOR A LIMITED TIME
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Sirial by J, w. Calbert, Pruggiat, Collegrvl’le gists, and In Collegeville, Pa., by Jos. W.

r#.,

Calbert,

J

ohn

G. F etterolf .

Yerkes, JJontg. Co., Pa,

cases long resist the use of this medicine. Try covery could be relied on. It never disappoints.
it once. Large bottles only 50 cents at Cnlbert’s Trial bottle free at Culbert’e Drug Store. Large
Plug Store.
3
‘ size 50c. and U,.QQ,J
3

F

with three acres of land, ■at Upper Providence
Square. Apply to

J. M. TIMMERMAN, Collegeville, P»,

URSINUS^CADEMY prepares for college,' for teach
ing, or for business. Special attention to English. Safe

place for boys and girls. Write for Catalogue.
HENRY T. SPANGLER, X). p ., Prcstieaf

R A ILR O A D S.

Departm ent of Agriculture.

SCHISSLER COLLEGES

PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.

LIVE STOCK.
Passenger trains leave CollegeviUe Station as
The
best
way to checkmate low
NORRISTOWN
and
Phil*.,
Pa.
follows :
Seventh Collegiate Year Commences
prices
for
feed
stuffs, says a writer, is
FOB PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS SOUTH.
Monday» August 27» 1894.
to
keep
good
stock
to eat them. It is
PUPILS ADMITTED AT ANY TIME
Milk........................................................... 6.49 a.m.
Accommodation....» .................................8.02 a.m.
bad policy for the farmer to do the
Practical courses of study.
Market.........................
12.56 p. m.
Successful methods of instruction.
hard work and let the commercial
Accomodation............................................3.57 p.m.
Thoroughly experienced teachers.
feeder make all the profit.
FOB ALLENTOWN AND POINTS NOBTH AND WEST.
The remarkable record of placing
a greater percentage of pupils in
This is the month to begin the work
lucrative positions than all its com
Mail............................................................8.02 a.m.
petitors.
of fattening off old stock, as the cost
Accomodation............................................ 9.06 a.m.
A . J . S C H IS S L E R , P r e s id e n t .
Market........................................................3.26 p.m.
will be less than will be required later
Accommodation.........................................5.46 p.m.
in
the season. It does not pay to win
SUNDAYS— SOUTH.
ter
old cows or old ewes that Lave
Milk*........................................ ! ..........7.12 a. m.
Accomodation...................-................. 6.13 p. m.
|0 YOU WISH TO LOOK ceased to prove profitable, and the fat
NORTH.
tening should begin early.
H ANDSO M E ?
Accommodation....................................8 55 a. m.
The sow must be in thrifty condi
Milk............................................................ 7.27 p.m.
tion to produce thrifty pigs. Feed
OUR $3.00 PER DOZEN
her on succulent food. Cooked or
steamed clover, turnips, potatoes,
beets, and a variety of food, with a
W ill Produce the Result.
due proportion of grain, will keep her
Why pay more ? They are equal to the finest made
in the best condition for producing
by others who charge higher prices.
thrifty pigs.
WE LEAD THE LEADERS.
FORTY y e a r s experience . A first-class animal is sure to bring
a good price, but he who has all firstTRY US.
TRY US.
class stock usually obtains “the top of
the market.” When they all seem to
be of one mold, and that a good one,
A Fine Lot of Summer Dusters, Horse Sheets, 1£04 Chestnut St. there are dealers ready to take them
Coolers and Nets—all kinds at the right prices.
PHILADELPHIA.
as a lot, and at your price.
The Largest Assortment of Whips of any shop
An exchange says : A few years ago
in the county to select from.
the
farmer sold his lambs and wethers
New and Second-hand harness always on
to the “buyer.” This man sold them
hand. Fair Leather saddles from $4.00 up, and
bridles to match from $1.50 up. Open bridles,
to “feeders” and the feeders sold them
all round, $2.00 up.
-------BUY-------to shippers and this enterprising class
All the leading brands of cigars and tobacco
handed them over to the consumers.
always on hand ; box trade a specialty ; any
kind and price from 50 cts.per box of fifty, up.
To-day an occasional shepherd fiuds
W . E. JOHNSON,
that he alone is to blame if he does
not manage to rake in the profits from
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
Second to None in the Market— and all three of these transactions.
O F BU SIN ESS,

CABINET PHOTOGRAPHS

ENTREKIN,

FARMERS

Trinleys Fertilizers
Secure at the Same Time a
Most Useful Premium.

John M . L atsh aw ,

Trinley’s Fertilizers have been widely used
and have GIVEN SATISFACTION every time.
They are Honestly Made from Animal Matter
and Lasting.
The Analysis of RAW BONE PHOSPHATE by
the State Chemist Proves that In Soluble Phos
phoric Acid, Potash, and Ammonia, it takes the
very Highest Rank.

Harness Manufacturer,
TRAPPE, PA.

TRINLEY’S

Hiib-Grade Ravine Bane Phosphate
ACTS QUICKLY, AND HAS GIVEN UNI
VERSAL SATISFACTION.

Have had fifteen years’ experience in the busi
ness. Harness and Horse Goods in stock, and
every description of harness made to order.

PR ICES : Delivered to Near-by

Is# ' All kinds of repairing promptly attended to.

Stations, $24, $30 and $34,00.

THE J03STES

PREMIUMS.—Every purchaser of from one
to two tons of Phosphate will receive a copy of
Gleason’s Veterinary Hand-Book, containing
the latest and most reliable Information from
first-class authority : or, a copy of The Farmer’s
New Gnide, a valuable compendium of practical
information on all subjects relating to the Farm
and Household. These books are well-bound
volumes of 500 and 780 pages, and will make
important additions to any farmer’s library.

With Stock Proof Lock.

FÄRINGER, Agent,
Neal, Strong, Durable and Cheap ! F. P.COLLEGEVILLE,
PA.
This Fence is unexcelled for farm purposes ;
It includes the only climp and clamp in exist
ence ; expansion and contraction under com
plete control of the lock; it requires but few
posts ; having strength, without much surface,
ft is not affected by severe winds or snow storms;
it will save ten feet in width of the ground now
occupied by rail fence—-this will save four acres
of ground on every hundred acres now fenced
with rails. Upon careful examination every
farmer will want it. We will wire up this fence
for from 40 to 50 cents per rod. Address or call
on the undersigned for descriptive circulars and
further information.
JAMES G. DETWILER,
A. J. ASHENFELTER,
Montg. Co.
Yerkes, P a.

The INDEPENDENT aims to
deserve the confidence of its
readers by dealing with them
2 3 frankly.

C O L L E G E Y IL L E

R

u ILLS!
Ivi ILLS !

o ller

OLLER

W

FOR SALE AT WHOLESALE PRICES

W HEAT BRAN
Our Ovm Make and Western. E x
cellent Grade.

—AND-

RYE F E E D

!

I t does not advocate public
measures from mere consider¿fpj ations of policy or expediency,
fir but from convictions as to what
it believes to be right and for the
greatest good of the greatest
number of people.

CORN BRAN.

Mb It does not say one thing and
g j believe something else.

Highest Cash Prices Paid for Wheat

g

The INDEPENDENT is ra<Hfijl cally opposed to that kind of
sensational journalism w h i c h
jgj cultivates, and panders to, de^ 5 praved tastes, for the purpose of
making dollars.
w|j
fir
fir

The INDEPENDENT wants
to make dollars, but not in that
way.

It believes that right doing exalts a nation and that wrong doing is the seed of individual and
m3 national destruction. The INA3 DEPENDENT aims to be on the
WT side of right and justice.
fir

f

If you are not a subscriber,
and if you have use for such a
paper, subscribe for the INDE5ft PENDENT.

OUR OWN MAKE.

A Full Stock o f all Other Kinds
o f Feed.
at all Times.

P A 1S T B R O S .,
COLLEGEVILLE.

—i—

PENNA.

ristock <fcVanderslice,ijjS
Collegeville, Pa.,
DEALERS IN

White and Yellow Pine, and Hemlock

LUM BER,
Various grades, dressed and undressed.

SH IN G L E S, split and sawed.
PICKETS, CEDAR AND CHESTNUT
RAILS.

L e h ig h and Schuylkill

Ml Special attention always given
M? to news items of a local charfir acter.
AS
Subscribe for the INDEPENKT DENT.
-aZ'Z-XZfr

gj
gjjj
jSJ
Hr
fifr

The INDEPENDENT is one
of the very best advertising
mediums in Montgomery county.
For proof of this come and examine our ■subscription book.

Mi

oz-xxzc»
The INDEPENDENT Office is
fully equipped to do all kinds of
Job Work neatly, promptly, and
at fair prices.

g

B
D
O
M
IN
A
L
belts:

JBIaASTIC Stockings,
Knee Caps, Anklets,
Suspensory Bandages, &c.,&c. Best Material, Fit
Guaranteed, Prices Reasonable, LadyAttendant.

NEWELL M’F’R., 339 N. 9 TH STREET,
PHILA., PA. >■ B.—Trane* car.fully fitted

COAL.

-

-

GOAL.

FLO U R,
Corn, B ran , M id d lin gs,
OATS, L IN S E E D M EAL,
AND CAKE MEAL.
Shoemaker’s Phosphate, and others. Harrison’s
Town and Country Paint,—second to none in
the market. Also Harrison’s Rough and Ready
Paint,—a cheap durable paint for barns and
fencing.
p > O Y E R S F O R D STEAM L A U N D R Y

W m . T yler, P ro p rie to r,
FIRST AVENUE BELOW MAIN STREET.
All work guaranteed to give satisfaction. Our
team will visit Collegeville every Monday and
Thursday, and all orders placed with our Col

POULTRY.
Beef blood is said to be an excellent
food for poultry, as it is rich in nitro
gen, approaching the white of the egg
in composition. One who has tried it
says it must not be fed oftener than
once or twice a week. A good way to
prepare it is to thicken the blood with
a mixture of meal and bran, put it into
a bag and boil it.
It is impossible to get the best re
sults from fowls kept cooped in a pen,
especially during hot weather. Dis
ease and vermin get a foothold among
them unless they have ample range to
sun and dust themselves by contact
with fresh earth. A yard, no matter
how small, that can be plowed or culti
vated once a week duriDg the summer,
will make a rolling place for them. It
will be all the better if their feed is
given on this plowed surface, and the
fowls obliged to scratch for it. They
may lose a little grain, but most of it
will turn up at the next cultivation, or
if it germinates its green sprout will
be eaten. On farms the better plan is
to let the fowls range everywhere, pro
tecting the garden by a fence, and re
serving that for hens with small
chickens.
Generally when a hen seems determ
ined to sit it is best to let her have her
own way. I t involves less loss of
time, if you count your own time
worth anything, than to interfere with
this own natural instinct. The hens
that want to sit are usually too fat to
be good layers. This is especially
true of the Asiatic breeds, in whom
the sitting instinct is strongest. While
they are sitting some of the surplus
fat is worked off, as for a few days the
sitting hen will hardly leave her nest
long enough to eat. If fed corn, they
will eat too much and keep fat. Good
wheat is the cheapest for a sitting hen,
but do not feed that very heavily. If
treated thus, the hen will be ready to
lay again before her brood of chicks
are large enough to look out for them
selves.
THE GARDEN AND LAWN.
Potted strawberry plants may be
put out at any time now, after rain.
They will be fully equal to plants that
were set out last spring.
An exchange says : “The royal in
stitute for fruit and vine culture at
Geisenbeim, Germany, has experi
mented successfully in the use of cop
peras as a stimulant for plants that
lack green color in their leaves. The
copperas should be dissolved in water
and applied near the roots in early
spring.”
M. A. Thayer, the great small fruit
grower of Wisconsin, has ten acres of
Warfield strawberries in cultivation,
and is testing sixty varieties to find a
better one if possible. From 10 acres
of Ancient Briton blackberries in 1892
he cleared $6000 or $600 an acre.
Roses, trees and shrubbery will not
thrive on the edges of a grass plot.
The grass deprives them of plant food,
and prevents growth. They should be
set out on a clean location, and well
worked withra hoe several times, es
pecially if the season is dry.
It is frequently noticed that when
watermelons come up among the
sweet potatoes they seem to thrive
better than when planted in the usual
way. This is due to the fact that the
sweet potato and melon vines cover
the ground, shade it, and prevent the
loss of moisture from the soil. In
other words, the sweet potato vines
serve as a mulch for the melon.

The New York Herald's European
edition reports a new method of keep
ing milk by means of oxygen which
has been adopted in France with very
marked success. It has been found
that when taken fresh from the cow
and placed in a receptacle with com
pressed oxygen, and finally stored in
25-gallon cans at a pressure of two at
mospheres, it will travel for months in
perfect condition. It is said that milk
thus treated and sent from Lyons to
London developes neither germs nor
ferments, while it will stand a temper
ature almost up to the boiling point
without coagulating. It is claimed by
M. Villon, who has experimented in
this way with milk on a large scale,
that when so treated it is freed from
germs of tuberculosis. But this has
yet to be conclusively proved.
VARIETIES.
The best butter makers are the
greatest readers of dairy literature
and thus keep posted about the meth
ods of others, and do not depend too
much upon the knowledge they have
inherited from their grandmothers.
An eminent agriculturist says that
there is nothing more certain than that
the productiveness of very many of
our fruits and vegetables—and those
the most valuable—-is often tremend
ously increased by bees in the import
ant work of pollenizing the flowers.
Changes of food with fattening
stock should always be made cau
tiously. Variety in the ration is de
sirable, but it is best to attain this by
feeding mixed rations all the time
rather than by using one material for
a time and then changing wholly to
another.
One of the easiest ways of propagat
ing the blackberry is to dig about the
old plants in the spring, cutting off
the outter ends of the roots a few
inches from the plants. Take these
roots and cut into small pieces, four
or five inches long, and plant them.
Scouring in calves is due to indi
gestion, which may be caused by over
feeding, by cold milk, and by using
vessels that are not clean. The pails
or pans from which the calves drink
their milk should be scalded daily and
thoroughly cleaned.
A simple way to pick out a queen
less colony is to observe the hives
when the bees are packing in pollen.
If you come to one where the bees
bring in no pollen that hive is queen
less. They need none and do not
bring it in because they have no brood.
Worn out laud requires at least two
or three years for restoration, and it
will cost something to bring it back to
fertility. When land has been croppedfor years until it is no longer capable
of producing a crop the plant food
cannot be replaced in a single season.
It requires closer care to keep cows
that are in the stable in good condi
tion than when they are running at
pasture. Vermin have a good chance
to get hold, and as soon as they do the
cows will begin to lose flesh. Pay at
tention to this in time, for prevention
is vastly better than cure.

TO E R E C T FOR YOU

[cAVEAl vi,IKAUtMARKsi

TH E

COPYRIGHTS.

CAW I O B T A IN A P A T E N T ? For a
answer and an honest opinion, write to
Rrompt
IUNN *fc C O ., who have had nearly fifty years’
experience in th e patent business. Communica
tions strictly confidential. A H a n d b o o k of In
formation concerning P a t e n t s and bow to ob
tain them sent free. Also a catalogue of mechan
ical and scientific books sent free.
P atents taken through Muon A Co. receive
special notice in th e S c ie n tific A m e ric a n , and
thus are brought widely before tb e public with
out cost to tb e inventor. This splendid paper,
issued weekly, elegantly illustrated, has by far the
largest circulation of any scientific work in tb e
world. $ 3 a year. Sample copies sent free.
Building Edition, monthly, $2.50 a year. Single
copies, 2 5 cents. Every number contains beau
tiful plates, in colors, and photographs of new
bouses, with plans, enabling builders to show th e
latest designs and secure contracts. Address
MUNN & CO., New York , 3 6 1 B roadw ay .

Oldest, Most Reliable, and
Best Made in the Market,

Steel Tower and Mill All
Galvanized.

ENTERPRISE

Requires no paint, and
greasing only once in
four months.

MARBLE WORKS

W e make a variety of Brass
Cylinder H and Pump,
and can fill orders
promptly.

I would announce to my friends and the public.
that I am now prepared to furnish

B0IËBSF0BD, Mont. Co., Pa.

ILL K IM OF MARBLE WORK
AT REASONABLE PRICES.
and T o m b st o n e s , o f Italian or
American Marble or Granite, In tbe
finest and latest designs.

Mo n u m e n t s

Roberts Machine Go.
.litoti*

C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA.

G a lv a n ized - R ailin gs,
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
ble Work, for tbe base, of

BUILDINGS, STEPS, SILLS, ETC., ETC

-FOR YOUR-

C em etery W o rk ,
—IN—

MARBLE OR GRANITE,

All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and
put up In a workmanlike manner. Any design
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
turned out at tbe E n t e r p r is e W o r k s . Call and
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low;
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto;
IILow prices and fair dealing»,
EE8PEGTFULL T,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

P L A IN AND A R T IS T IC DESIGNS,

J O H N S. K E P L E R ,

—GO TO—

H. L, SAYLOR,

COLLEGEVILLE, PA.

(Successor to F. B. Rushong,)

All work guaranteed and prices the lowest; call and be convinced.

GETTING READY FOR £

Trappe, Montgomery Co., Pa.

M ertaBiï in AR Its Branches
WILL RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION.
Coffins and Caskets of all descriptions on hand
and furnished at short notice. Chairs furnished
for use at funerals free of charge. I will use
every effort to give satisfaction and conduct the
business the same as was done by my predecessor.

W e are daily receiving large consignments of

3

F A L L

G O O D S .

£ÜF“Will meet trains at Collegeville, Royersford, and Spring City.
£3?“ Telegraph Office—Collegeville, Pa.

£

COLLEGEVILLE
In order to make room for the same, we will offer to the public
our entire stock of odds and ends in Men’s, Boys’ and Children’s
Suits in Light and D ark Colors, suitable to wear the whole year
around, at nearly one-half their original value.
W e will sell you a nearly all-wool Man or Boy’s Suit in light,
JOHN T. KEYSER, Prop’r.
dark or medium shade for $5.
W e will sell you a strictly all-wool Man or Boy’s Suit in light,
----- F R E S H ----black or mixed cheviot for $7.50.
W e will show you an endless variety of Men’s and Boys’ Suits
BREAD,
in Worsteds, Cassimeres and Cheviots that formerly sold at $12, $14
and $16 for $10.
ROLLS,
Y our choice of any of our ST R A W H A TS that formerly sold
— & C ., & C .,—
at 75c., $1, $1.25 and $1.50 FOR 50 CENTS.
E V E B Y MORNING

B A K E R Y !1

A. WEITZENKORN & SONS,

The soouer the farmer realizes that
The Largest and Squarest Clothiers in Interior Pennsylvania.
it doesn’t pay to raise scrubs the
quicker will he increase his income. 141 & 143 High Street,
Pottstown, Pa.
It is a waste of time and money to
raise the common breeds of fowls, for
the reason that it costs no more to
feed a first-class bird than it does a
dunghill, and it is much easier to dis
I still have a couple of Fine Top Buggies, which I will sell
pose of a blooded bird than it is of an
B
ELO
W COST, as I do not wish to carry them over. Call and see
ordinary fowl.
them. The PR IC ES A R E L O W E R than Buggies of not nearly as
Plow the ground for wheat as soon good build and finish.
as you can. When the weeds come np
Also a Light Speeding Buggy, Second-hand Spindle Wagon,
work the ground over with the culti Skeleton and Express Wagons.
vator, and work it again should more
First-Class Painting and Varnishing at Reason
weeds appear. Spread out the manure
able Prices.
and work it into the plowed ground.
*ZZX2ZiZ£XX3SEZ2XZ£>
By the time the wheat is to be seeded
SPECIAL FOR 1804:
tbe land will be in excellent condition
for tbe seed and the crop will start off
well.

Ice Cream,
Different flavors, during the Season.
Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
short notice, on reasonable terms.

J. A. JOHNSON,

C ollegeville Carriage W orks. B U T C H E R
AND DEALER IN THE BEST

B e e f , V eal

and

While the low price of wheat and
the large production is not encourag
ing to farmers, yet the corn crop is
usually three times as large as that of
wheat, and farmers continue to make
corn a specialty. They do not seek
new markets for corn, but sell it in the
shape of beef, butter, milk and wool,
and there is hut little mentioned re
garding tbe corn crop as not paying.
There is a very small supply of old
oats on tbe market, and this has made
the price of this grain higher lately
than the price of any other used as
feed. Oats weighs only 32 pounds per
bushel, and in some of the Western
Nicely Proportioned, Low Suspension of Body, extending over
States the standard weight is only 26 both front and rear axles. I t is remarkable for ease and steadiness.
to 28 pounds. Yet in Western mar
Made for two or four passengers. B uilt and Sold by
kets oats sells at 1^ cents per pound,
while wheat is one cent or less. In
P R O P R IE T O R O F C O L L E G E V IL L E C A R R IA G E W O R K S .
other words, to buy 60 pounds of oats
cost 20 cents more than to buy the
same weight of wheat. Under these
circumstances, unless wheat materially
advances, wheat will be mixed with
We impart a thorough knowledge of the COMMERCIAL STUDIES'at the cost of less
oats for feeding purposes. A very lit
mn .,
* » > t K o - n t h a p c a h o A lti
T H O I T S A \ IL S n u a t h a i r c n n o a o D <n l l f n
i l . n . , « .....\
tle wheat used thus can be fed as
to know I
■Jassist 2TR
safely as can oats, and with less dan
uates to positions. P A L M S B U S IN E S S C O L L E O G , 1708-17X0 C h e s t n u t S t., P H I L A .
ger to horses than feeding them heavily
with new oats before they had time to
part with their superfluous moisture.
Wo want You to Use or S e lf

This is the Most Popular Gentleman's Driving Wagon of New York,
R. H . CR A T ER ,

tv

D
r T h e e l 1317 Arch S t
III I I IIUUI PHILADELPHIA. PA.
PHILADELPHIA, PA.

The only Genuine Specialist In America,
notwithstanding what others advertise.

NERVOUS DEBILITY

AND TH E RESULTS O F INDISCRETION

Special Diseases and Strictures
Permanently Gored in 8 to 6 days

BLOOD POISON ary cured by entirely I
new method in 30 to 90 days. 6 years’ Euro.n Hospital and 32 practical experience, as
mas pre
~ ■Sendd five
I jrtifleates and Diplomas
prove.
2-cent stamps for b o o k «TBt
.T R U T H ,” the only
book exposing Quack Doctors and: others advertising as great Specialists. A true friend
to ail sufferers ana to those contentplating
marriage. The most stubborn and dangerous
cases solicited. W rite or call and be saved.
Honrs : 9-8 : Eve’s 6-8: Wed. and Sat. eve’s
6-10; Sun. 9-12. Successi ul treatm ent by mail.

G

ET VOI’H P ostera P rin ted n t tb e
In d ep en d en t OtUee.

BAUGH’S
Oldest Established of all brands of

ANIMAL BONE I

>FERTILIZERS^
SELECT the best class ofjgoods for your soil;

o r , &s a s u r e f o u n d a tio n u p o n w h ic h t o
0 _ k t f f l d a p e r m a n e n t tra d e .
HimN j j u s your n a m e acid address, and w e w ill
x n a ily o u in f o r m a tio n , i n c lu d in g c o m m e r 
cial v a lu e s f ix e d b y t h e P e n n a . s t a t e Board
_ &f-Agriculture, our p ric e s , e tc .

IP YOU ABE located where
RAIIRU’C

Bone $25 Phosphate,

M utton.

Visits Collegeville, Trsppe, and vicinity on Tues
day, Thursday and Saturday mornings of each
week. Thankful to the public for past favors he
Invites continued patronage. Highest cash price
paid for calves.
12jap.
J. A. JOHNSON.

Collegeville Meat Store
A PULL SUPPLY OP

The Palo A lto D riving W a g o n !

MILK AND BUTTER.
The butter-maker who puts her pro
duct on the market in such a condition
as not to appear as good as it is, does
herself an injustice. Make the butter
first-class, and put it on the market in
such a manner as to make it show for
all it is worth.
Grass is essentially a milk, cream
and butter food. The finest grain
mixture ever devised will not answer
so well. When the latter is given it
should be the idea of making bone
and muscle, while the grass makes the
milk. When the grass is poor the

you have anything to sell, legeville Agent, F. P. FARINGER, will receive
advertise it in the Independent
prompt attention,
Chopped grain ia a good adjunct»

HAVE * US

Fresh and
Smoked Meats
— AND—

ip BOLOGNAS
Always on hand.
PORK AND SAUSAGE
in season.

AND SCRAPPLE

Favor me with your orders.

lSnoly

SAMUEL GOULDY.

AFTER ALL OTHERS FAIL
C o n s u l t t h e F am ous
S p e c ia l is t ,

w\ d

t

A

o n

JL/Ii« JLlwlJJklj

329N. 15th St. below CaUowhill, Phila., Pa.
To secure a positive and permauent cure of
o f Y o u th an d Loss o f M a n h o o d and
of all diseases of the B lo o d , K id n e y s , Bl a d 
d e r , S k in and Ner v o u s S y stem consult at
once Dr. L o b b . He guarantees in all cases
caused by E x c e s s e s , I m p r u d e n c e or I n h e r it 
a n c e to restore to H e a l t h and S t r e n g t h by
building up tbe shattered nervous s) stem and
adding new life a n d energy to the broken down
constitution. Consultation and examination
free and strictly confidential. Office h urs,
daily and Sunday, from 9 a. m. to 3 p. m , and
6 to 9 evenings. Read his book on obscure dis
eases of both sexes. Sent free.
Er ro r s

\T O R R I S T O W N H E R A L D BO O K
J3I B IN D E R Y - Binding, Job Ruling, Per
forating, Paging, Numbering, Blank Books for
Banks and Business Houses, given special atten
tion. Magazines bound and and repairing done
quickly and cheaply. Estimates cheerfully
furnished. Address, MORGAN R. WILLS,
Proprietor.
Slmr.

P

A
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E
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T
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Caveats and Trade Marks btained, and all Pat
ent Business conducted for MODERATE FEE8.
Our office is opposite the U. 8. Patent Office,
We have no sub-agents, all business direct,
hence can transact patent business in less time
and at less cost than those remote from Wash
ington.
Send model, drawing, or photo, with descrip
tion. We advise if patentable or not, free of
charge. Our fee not due till patent is secured.
A book, “ How to Obtain Patents,” with refer
ences to actual clients in your State, county, or
town. Address
C. A. SNOW & CO.,
14oe> O p p o site P a te n t OUtoa. W wW sirtoTi. T> fj.

UfiUUn O Strictly Pure R aw Bone Meal,

SPECIAL POTATO MANURE (10 to 11
per cent. Actual Potash), Agricultural

Chemicals, Ac., are

cnee for territory to

not for sale, apply at

BAUGH d SO N S COMPANY,

Office—20S. Delaware Avenue,
Works—Foot of Morris to Moore Sts«
Philadelphia.

SPEEDY and LASTING RESULTS.

FA T P E O P LE /^ v

©

m PaSSpAt
fromany injurious substance. % “ k

LASOE ABDOMENS SEDUCED,

M

W* GUARANTEE a CURE or refund your money.
P r ie s SO.OO p er b o ttle . Senddo. fortrentlsi'

TBEMONT MEDICAL GO., Bo«ton.Ma»m

